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Abstract

Time synchronization is of primary importance for the operation of wire-

less sensor networks (WSN): time measurements, coordinated actions and

event ordering require common time on WSN nodes. Due to intrinsic en-

ergy limitations of wireless networks there is a need for new energy-efficient

time synchronization solutions, different from the ones that have been devel-

oped for wired networks. In this work we investigated the trade-offs between

time synchronization accuracy and energy saving in WSN. On the basis of

that study we developed a power-efficient adaptive time synchronization

strategy, that achieves a target synchronization accuracy at the expense of

a negligible overhead. Also, we studied the energy benefits of periodic time

synchronization in WSN employing synchronous wakeup schemes, and de-

veloped an algorithm that finds the optimal synchronization period to save

energy. The proposed research improves state-of-the-art by exploring new

ways to save energy while assuring high flexibility and reliable operation of

WSN.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The context

Recent revolutionary changes in electronic and communication technologies

have resulted in the emergence of wireless sensor networks (WSN) – the net-

works composed of numerous tiny radio devices equipped with miniature

sensors. These autonomous devices can be embedded in various objects

(and in the future they might be even implanted in living organisms) in

order to form intelligent multipurpose distributed systems which acquire

sensor data and process it in view of carrying out some desired actions.

Due to their advantageous characteristics (low cost, multi-functionality,

small size and mobility), WSN are expected to be widely used in agri-

culture, industry, transportation, health care and everyday life. However,

distinctive features such as limited energy and memory or unreliable com-

munication bring up many problems before scientists and engineers working

in this field. One of the crucial questions in this research domain is how to

support a certain network functionality requiring identical time on all the

nodes in a network. For example, if a WSN monitors a certain time-varying

phenomena (e.g. propagation of fire or dangerous gases over a given area)

the networked sensors must not only perform data acquisition but also tag

the time to each reading. Thus, multiple measurement results collected

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

from different sensor nodes together with the respective time-stamps can

provide valuable information about an observed process (e.g. fire propaga-

tion velocity). Also, wireless sensors must be time-synchronized in order

to schedule some actions (e.g. wake-up at the same time), to communicate

during assigned time slots (e.g. in time division multiple access schemes),

to localize and track objects (e.g. using the time difference of arrival of the

signal emitted by an object and received by three or more receivers).

The limited performance of time-keeping hardware of a typical WSN

node affects deeply all network operations related to time. Indeed, a WSN

node generally contains a low-cost crystal resonator that clocks an on-chip

timer. In turn, timer values are used by a running program to time-stamp

data, to schedule activities, etc. Since the resonator frequency is not iden-

tical on different nodes and it changes due to multiple factors (e.g. tem-

perature, crystal aging, noise), the differences between time values grow

continuously in time (the drift rate can be in the order of some seconds per

day). Besides, random communication delays limit the usefulness of times-

tamps tagged to radio messages sent by one node to another. Consequently,

the uncertainty associated with the time estimation performed by a WSN

node grows significantly over time. To tackle this problem, researchers have

recently developed various synchronization methods for WSN. Up-to-date

literature provides a detailed classification of these methods, many of which

are aimed at synchronizing the clocks of network nodes as accurately as

possible. Such accuracy-oriented techniques are generally computationally

intensive and require multiple communication sessions. A typical synchro-

nization procedure relies on the transmission of several time-stamped radio

packets from one node (master or root) to the others. Alternatively, net-

work nodes can exchange the timestamps of reception of one radio packet

broadcasted by a common reference node. Each of the aforementioned

procedures can be repeated multiple times (periodically or sporadically)

2



1.1. THE CONTEXT

to collect a sufficient amount of information about clock differences. Then

some statistical methods can be used, such as linear regression, to com-

pute the relative clock drift rate of every node either with respect to the

master or with respect to the other nodes. Also, some round-trip time

measurements, requiring additional message exchanges, can be performed

to estimate and compensate communication delays. Some synchronization

techniques aim at reducing both the computational burden and the traffic

related to synchronization, while keeping time uncertainty in WSN within

reasonable bounds. These lightweight techniques generally do not use any

statistical method to compute the drift rate or even do not compute it at

all. In the latter case a network node synchronizes to the time of the other

nodes using just the most recent timestamps received from them and does

not allow for the errors arising from the continuous growth of differences

in clock readings. However, in all WSN synchronization techniques it is

essential to use the radio, which is often the most power-consuming com-

ponent of a wireless sensor node. Therefore, the synchronization takes a

considerable amount of energy which could be used otherwise to prolong

the node operational lifetime.

In an attempt to decrease the energy consumption, some of the latest

research works are focused on adaptive synchronization methods. These

methods change some important parameters of the synchronization proce-

dure (e.g. its periodicity, accuracy or complexity) in response to a certain

change in the condition of the network or the environment. For example,

if the batteries of WSN nodes are almost depleted, synchronization op-

erations (including radio transmissions) can be performed more rarely to

save energy and prolong the network lifetime. In this case, the accuracy

of timestamps degrades with time, but as soon as some additional energy

becomes available (e.g. when the sunlight illuminates the solar cells of the

nodes), the synchronization rate can be increased again.

3
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1.2 The problem

Power efficient time synchronization in WSN can be performed in a variety

of ways, each of which has its distinctive advantages and drawbacks under

certain conditions. Consequently, there is a need to investigate possible

trade-offs between different approaches, in order to achieve a reasonable

synchronization accuracy and to save energy as well. From this point of

view, the crucial problem of WSN domain is to choose between the accurate

time synchronization, which usually takes much energy, and energy-saving

synchronization, which often results in an increased time uncertainty. This

problem has two important aspects explained by the examples given in the

rest of this section.

1.2.1 Energy waste during nonadaptive synchronization of WSN

If resonator frequencies of WSN nodes are constant, which is true in the

short to medium range of WSN lifetime under stable environmental con-

ditions, the differences between their clock readings can be approximately

considered as a linear function of time. Therefore, the rate at which those

differences change can be taken as constant and its value, found by some

synchronization procedure, can be used to estimate accurately the clock

readings of nodes during a long time. On the one hand, this approach saves

energy by keeping WSN nodes synchronized without the need to perform

frequent synchronization procedures. On the other hand, drift rate es-

timation may require relatively complex computations involving multiple

floating point operations, and exchange of numerous time-stamped radio

packets. This results in an intensive use of radio modules and microproces-

sors, which in turn increases the energy consumption. Besides, if resonator

frequencies of WSN nodes change (e.g. due to the ambient temperature

variations), the computed drift value becomes out-dated and, if nothing is

4
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done in response to ambient effects, the synchronization accuracy degrades,

which also may lead to energy loss. Finally, changing environmental con-

ditions not only worsen the accuracy of nonadaptive time synchronization,

but also make it inefficient in terms of energy. For example, if a synchro-

nization procedure is performed at a constant rate and achieves a good

accuracy even under temperature variations, it wastes energy when the

temperature stabilizes, because in this case the same accuracy could be

achieved by less frequent synchronization. Therefore, there is a need for

low-power and flexible synchronization methods, that are able to adapt to

changing environmental conditions and maintain the target synchroniza-

tion accuracy at the same time.

1.2.2 Energy waste during idle listening in WSN

Infrequent and lightweight synchronization can save energy at the expense

of time uncertainty growth. However, in many network operation scenarios,

a large time uncertainty leads to an increase in power consumption. For

example, in order to periodically exchange some sensor readings, wireless

sensor nodes may use synchronous wake-up schemes to activate their radio

modules exactly for the scheduled communication time. Such a way of

operation saves energy (since the radio modules are in a sleep mode most of

the time) but requires time synchronization between communicating nodes,

because their radio modules must wake up simultaneously. In this case, the

less accurately the nodes are synchronized the larger the difference between

their wakeup times becomes. Therefore the nodes should spend more time

on idle listening or waiting until all of them are ready to communicate

(i.e. until all radio modules are active), which leads to an increase in

energy consumption. This example shows the necessity to find an optimal

method that minimizes the energy spent on time synchronization while

maintaining time uncertainty withing reasonable limits to assure reliable
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communication.

1.3 The solution

In order to solve the problems stated above, at first we performed detailed

analysis of uncertainty sources affecting time synchronization in WSN.

Then we developed an adaptive time synchronization technique, which

monitors the clock readings of WSN nodes and checks whether the dif-

ferences in those readings exceed a certain threshold value. This value

represents the target time uncertainty, and if the actual time differences

of most nodes are within the corresponding limits, the synchronization pe-

riod is extended to save power. Otherwise, the synchronization period is

shortened. We proved that this technique may achieve significant energy

savings and it works reliably even under rapidly changing environmental

conditions such as air temperature.

Also, we have observed that if the maximum difference between res-

onator frequencies of network nodes is known, the worst possible clock

differences can be estimated as a function of the synchronization period

for periodic synchronization schemes. These maximum differences directly

affect the lower bound of the waiting time necessary to ensure that all

radio modules are active in synchronous wake-up strategies and, as a con-

sequence, these differences affect the power consumption of WSN nodes.

We have derived an expression for the optimal synchronization period min-

imizing the power consumption of a generic WSN node, which periodically

performs measurements and exchanges the results with its neighbors. We

implemented a power saving time synchronization algorithm, tried it on

real WSN nodes and proved experimentally the correctness of the expres-

sion mentioned above.
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1.4 Innovative aspects

We propose a novel approach to the power efficient time synchronization for

resource-limited WSN. This approach is based on a comprehensive study

of the relationship between energy consumption and time uncertainty. We

developed a new adaptive time synchronization algorithm, which saves

energy in WSN. Also, we investigated the benefits and cost of WSN time

synchronization in terms of power consumption, and derived an optimal

synchronization period, which allows to save energy in the applications

employing radio scheduling. The proposed research significantly improves

the state-of-the-art because it paves the way to new low-power management

techniques for WSN, while assuring high flexibility and timely behavior.

1.5 Structure of the thesis

The further text of the dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 2

outlines the state-of-the-art of time synchronization in WSN with an em-

phasis on power efficiency issues. Chapter 3 presents a detailed analysis of

uncertainty sources affecting time synchronization in WSN as well as the

results of quantitative estimation of different uncertainty contributions.

Chapter 4 describes the developed adaptive synchronization method, the

power efficient time synchronization algorithm based on that method and

the experimental results. Chapter 5 shows how the time uncertainty af-

fects the power consumption of wireless sensors using synchronous wake-up

schemes. Then the chapter describes the derivation of the optimal synchro-

nization period resulting in the minimum power consumption and presents

the experimental results. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the research work

and emphasizes its usefulness for WSN applications.
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Chapter 2

State of the art

2.1 Time Synchronization in WSN

Emerging and anticipated applications of wireless sensor networks suggest

that it is essential to have a common time on the nodes of such networks.

Home control, building automation, industrial automation, medical, envi-

ronmental, military and scientific applications need networks of low-cost

and low-power wireless sensors which periodically take measurements, pro-

cess and transmit them. In most cases these measurements must be taken

synchronously or time-stamped and arranged in time. Moreover, often the

time itself must be measured by wireless nodes in order to obtain some

valuable information. Depending on the application, the usage of time can

refer to three main cases: time-related computations, coordinated actions

and data logging.

2.1.1 Time-related computations

Time synchronization is essential in WSN that observe a certain time-

varying phenomenon [59, 24]. In this case different wireless sensors mea-

sure one or more physical quantities related to that phenomenon, and the

time is one of those quantities. Observation results can also be represented

9
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by some other quantities, which are derived from the measured quanti-

ties. Obviously, the accuracy of measurements affects the correctness of

the calculated result. Since the clocks of wireless nodes can be regarded

as sensors measuring time, the time synchronization is nothing else as the

calibration of those sensors [52]. Such calibration enables to collect accu-

rate and consistent measurements of time from different network nodes,

and finally to obtain truthful observations. For example, in a common lo-

calization method based on the acoustic ranging, a network node produces

a sound, which is received by the other nodes. The nodes have to compute

the sound propagation time and multiply it by the sound speed in order

to estimate the distance to the sound source. Clearly, such computations

can be done only if the clocks of the nodes are synchronized.

2.1.2 Coordinated actions

Time synchronization is necessary if many WSN nodes have to perform

some actions simultaneously at a scheduled time. For example, in order

to save energy, the radio modules of wireless nodes are generally activated

only for the period during which the message exchange is planned [54, 36].

When a communication session is finished, the nodes have to switch off their

radios and schedule the time of the next communication session. Without

time synchronization, the nodes fail to activate their radios at the same

time, which may lead to message losses. Also, multiple wireless sensors,

deployed in a large area, may need to perform simultaneous observations

of some environmental effect. Such observations allow to take a “snap-

shot” of the values of a certain quantity in many spots of the area at a

certain time. Of course, simultaneous activation of sensors on different

nodes requires the time synchronization.

10
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2.1.3 Data logging

Time synchronization allows to arrange in time the readings of multiple

wireless sensors, and use these readings to reconstruct the sequence of

events happened with the monitored object [75, 19, 30, 37, 41]. For ex-

ample, wireless sensor nodes can be deployed on some structure and con-

tinuously measure ambient vibrations [32, 66]. Analysis of time-stamped

sensor readings facilitates preventive maintenance and early detection of

dangerous changes in the state of the structure. Besides, if some damage

has already happened, time histories based on the sensors observations can

help to discover the cause of the damage and prevent it from happening

in the future. Another example of WSN data logging is the case when a

WSN monitors the state of health of patients in a hospital, home or out-

doors [43, 67]. The knowledge of how their vital signs vary in time can help

to take right and timely triage decisions. Moreover, the time-referenced

data can be used in patients records.

2.1.4 The need for special synchronization methods in WSN

Maintaining the common time on wireless sensor nodes entails many diffi-

culties. First, a typical WSN node reads time values from the timers of its

on-board microcontroller or microprocessor. The timers are usually clocked

by a low-cost crystal oscillator, whose frequency differs from the nominal

frequency, and this difference is not the same on network nodes. This is

a major cause of continuously growing differences between clock readings

of different nodes. Moreover, the oscillator aging, changes in temperature

and power supply voltage, mechanical shock, vibration and ionizing radi-

ation result in significant frequency instability. Of course, network nodes

can periodically adjust their clocks, e.g. by setting their timers to the time

values received from some reference clock. However, wireless communica-

11
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tion delays may be in the order of some milliseconds and include random

components, which makes the simple clock adjustment inefficient. Thus,

multiple factors do not allow to achieve an identical time on the network

nodes in a simple way. In order to keep the differences between clocks of

WSN nodes within acceptable bounds, special WSN synchronization meth-

ods have to be designed and tested.

Time synchronization in WSN is an active area of study and every

year researchers propose some new synchronization algorithms. In fact,

time synchronization is among the top ten research directions in WSN do-

main [60]. Besides, the need to synchronize sensor nodes is related to the

other very important issues in wireless sensor networks. Target tracking

and localization are among notable cases of research related to time syn-

chronization, which is proved by the examples of WSN applications given

above.

2.2 Clocks in WSN

A typical WSN node consists of five main hardware modules: (1) micro-

controller, (2) radio transceiver, (3) one or more sensors, (4) memory chip

and (5) battery (Fig. 2.1). These modules are mounted on one or more

circuit boards together with some auxiliary mechanical and electronic com-

ponents. Time is kept by the timer module and oscillator circuit, which

are among the on-chip components of the microcontroller (Fig. 2.2). The

oscillator circuit, generally driven by an off-chip crystal resonator, gener-

ates the clock signal for the timer module. The timer module includes the

timer/counter register (we will call it timer for brevity), which increments

or decrements with the rising edge of the clock signal, and generates inter-

rupts on overflow. In addition, the timer module may have one or more

capture/compare registers to record the time of some events or to generate

12
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Figure 2.1: Architecture of a typical WSN node. Shaded arrows represent energy transfer,

unshaded arrows represent data and command flow.

interrupts at specific time intervals, and pulse width modulation module

to generate square wave signals with various average power. The timer

actually counts time of the wireless sensor node, and timer values can be

directly read by a certain instruction in the program, running on the mi-

crocontroller. Also, the timer is used to schedule tasks, and WSN nodes

usually wake up on the timer interrupt, execute some routine and then may

enter a low power mode. However, the width of a typical timer may be

not enough to count time throughout the node operation. For example, if

a 16-bit timer is clocked by a 32768 Hz signal (the frequency of the crystal

resonator often used in wireless sensor nodes) it overflows every 2 seconds.

Naturally, this interval is extremely short by comparison with possible net-

work lifetime, which may vary from a few days to several months. To keep

time longer, its value should reside in a storage cell composed of a timer

register (for low-order bits) chained with a variable (for high-order bits).

The value of the variable should be incremented by the interrupt generated

when the timer register overflows. Such a combined timer can be accessed

by means of a timer abstraction often provided in operating systems for

WSN. For example, TinyOS component library includes timers with vari-
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Figure 2.2: Clock system of a typical WSN node.

ous widths (e.g. 32 or 64 bits), while the microcontroller of TelosB (a well

known WSN module, which can run TinyOS) has 16-bit timers [45, 65].

In many WSN papers the timer value is often meant by the terms “clock

reading” or “clock indication” or “time value” or “time-stamp”, and all of

which are used interchangeably [61, 52, 16].

2.3 Synchronized clocks in WSN

The state of being synchronized in WSN is generally associated with the

common time on two or more network nodes. The notion of common time

may refer to the case, when the difference between the time measured by

two different nodes is below a given target uncertainty. In this case, if the

accuracy requirements are strict, either the time keeping devices must be

of a very high quality (e.g. sapphire resonators) or the clock readings must

be always observed and adjusted. Of course, such a way of maintaining

the common time is redundant and costly. Alternatively, dissimilar clock

readings of different nodes can be transformed in a way which enables to

locate them on a common time scale. This transformation can be done

by any wireless node, which is able to estimate the clock offsets of the

other nodes with respect to its own clock within a target uncertainty. In

14
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many research papers related to WSN, synchronization is referred to as

the ability to perform a time transformation in order to achieve a common

time scale.

2.4 Types of synchronization in WSN

The synchronized state of a wireless sensor network can be achieved in

many ways, depending on the application requirements, available devices,

energy and memory resources. Classification of time synchronization in

WSN is often represented by several pairs of contrasting distinctive fea-

tures [52, 61].

• Time synchronization can be proactive or reactive. Proactive time syn-

chronization is performed continuously in order to support the synchro-

nized state of the network, which may be necessary for some future ac-

tivities. For example, a single reference node can periodically disseminate

its time to the other nodes, which will allow them to estimate their clock

offsets with respect to the reference time. Reactive synchronization, on the

contrary, is done only when it is required. For example, unsynchronized

sensor nodes can record the time of a certain event and send the times-

tamps to a sink. After the data collection, the sink node can perform some

synchronization procedure and transform the time-stamps of the sensor

nodes to its own time. This is an example of what it is called post-facto

synchronization [16].

• WSN nodes can be synchronized either to some external time reference,

or by means of some intra-network synchronization procedures. A GPS

receiver can serve as an external source of time for a wireless network,

where the time values can be disseminated by a special node attached to

the GPS receiver. In this case, network nodes are able to transform their

time values to the reference time values and vice versa, thus achieving the
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time synchronization. Alternatively the network can be synchronized in-

ternally, i.e. using the clock of some node as a reference clock.

• The synchronization can be network-wide or related only to some part

of a network. In the latter case, almost all nodes may be in a low-power

mode, while several special nodes stay synchronized and operate in an ac-

tive mode. These special nodes wake up the other nodes and supply them

with time information, if necessary. Also, the synchronization may be re-

quired only for those sensor nodes which actually observe some event (e.g.

rise in temperature).

•WSN nodes can be synchronized to a certain guaranteed accuracy. Such a

deterministic synchronization takes a significant amount of energy, which is

often reasonable, especially in safety-critical applications. Alternatively, a

required synchronization accuracy can be achieved with a certain probabil-

ity. The probabilistic synchronization allows to save power at the expense

of an increased chance of having unsynchronized nodes.

2.5 Basic synchronization procedures in WSN

2.5.1 Time transfer

A fundamental procedure which is performed in any WSN synchronization

algorithm is the transfer of time value from one node to another. The

simplest way to do this is to read the clock, put the time value in a radio

packet and send it. Upon the reception of a time value tA from node A,

node B can record its local time tB, thus obtaining a pair of time-stamps.

If the communication between the two nodes was instantaneous, node B

could estimate the difference d between its time and the time of node A

by subtracting one time-stamp from the other:

d = tB − tA (2.1)
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However, time-stamping operations as well as communication and process-

ing tasks take some time, which can be some orders of magnitude larger

than the clock period (e.g. communication may take 10 ms while the clock

cycle can be 1 µs). Therefore, in most cases, one simple time transfer is

not enough to synchronize the nodes, unless the accuracy requirements are

very loose.

2.5.2 Pair-wise synchronization

Pair-wise synchronization procedure (also called round-trip synchroniza-

tion) is widely used to synchronize two WSN nodes (Fig. 2.3). During his

procedure, node A sends a packet with a time-stamp t1 to node B. Upon

the packet reception, node B records its time t2. This value is equal to the

sum of t1, communication delay C and the offset between the clocks of the

nodes d:

t2 = t1 + C + d (2.2)

Then node B sends a response packet with a time-stamp t3 to node A.

This second packet contains the value t2 as well. Finally, node A makes a

time-stamp t4 when the second packet is received. If the communication

latency is symmetric, i.e. equal in both directions, the value of t4 is given

by:

t4 = t3 + C − d (2.3)

Subtraction of (2.3) from (2.2) allows to find the clock offset d:

t4 − t2 = t3 + C − d− t1 − C − d (2.4)

d =
t3 − t1 − t4 + t2

2
(2.5)

Also, the sum of (2.3) and (2.2) can be used to calculate the communication

delay C:

t4 + t2 = t3 + C − d+ t1 + C + d (2.6)
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Figure 2.3: Pairwise synchronization.

C =
t4 + t2 − t3 − t1

2
(2.7)

After the abovementioned message exchange is done, node A has all values

necessary to find d and C. As soon as the value of d is known, node A can

estimate the time of node B.

2.5.3 Reference broadcasting

Pair-wise synchronization assumes that the communication delay C is the

same in both directions and the clock offset d is constant during the mes-

sage exchange. However, this is not necessarily true because communi-

cation delays have random components (which will be discussed in detail

in the following chapters) and the absolute values of clock offsets continu-

ously grow due to the difference between oscillator frequencies of the nodes.

Therefore, there is a significant uncertainty on the offset value computed

by (2.5).
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Such uncertainty can be reduced significantly by means of another well

knownWSN synchronization procedure, often referred to as receiver-receiver

synchronization or reference broadcasting. A group of WSN nodes, which

follow this procedure, have to receive one radio message from a special

reference node. The receivers record their time values when the reference

message arrives, and then each of the receivers broadcasts the correspond-

ing time-stamp to all the nodes within its communication range. After

reception of such time-stamps, a node A can estimate the offset of its clock

with respect to the clock of some other node B as follows:

dAB = tAR − tBR (2.8)

where the time values tAR and tBR are recorded by node A and B respec-

tively, and both these time-stamps correspond to the same event – the

reference message reception (Fig. 2.4). This offset computation is much

more accurate than in the pair-wise synchronization, because the corre-

sponding time uncertainty is not affected by random delays at the sender

site. However, there is still a significant time uncertainty, since the mes-
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Figure 2.5: Time-stamping of a radio packet at MAC and physical layers.

sage reception takes some time, which changes from node to node. As a

consequence, the absolute values of the two relative clock offsets, computed

by any pair of receivers, differ.

2.5.4 MAC-layer time-stamping

The uncertainty related to communication can be further reduced by means

time-stamping performed at the Media Access Control (MAC) sub-layer [22,

42, 35]. In this procedure, a sending node records the time of some event

that happens at the beginning of the packet transmission, and then ap-

pends that time value to the packet, while the latter is being transmitted

as shown in Fig. 2.5. That event is usually a signal, generated by the radio

module, when the transmission of a certain byte is completed (e.g. SFD
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signal of CC2420 radio [63]). The timer value is recorded by a special

interrupt handling routine implemented at the MAC-layer of the sending

node. Then the same routine sends the recorded time-stamp to the physical

layer, where the time-stamp is attached to the end of the packet, or in-

serted somewhere after the aforementioned byte. This happens, of course,

after this byte is completely transmitted. A receiver records its local time

when the reception of the same byte is completed, which happens only a

few microseconds after the byte has been transmitted by the sender. When

the whole packet is received, the receiver has a pair of time-stamps, which

are taken almost simultaneously on the two nodes. Therefore, the receiver

can estimate its clock offset with respect to the sender to a high accuracy

simply by subtracting one time-stamp from the other as in (2.1). Thus,

many WSN nodes can be accurately synchronized to the reference time if

they receive and time-stamp only one radio packet, containing a MAC-layer

time-stamp of the node with the reference clock.

2.5.5 Physical layer time-stamping

Time-stamping at the MAC-layer often involves modifications in the com-

munication protocol stack to meet the specific application requirements.

For example, the well known WSN operating system TinyOS allows to

time-stamp radio packets at the MAC sublayer using 32-bit timer val-

ues. If the time-stamps of a different length are required, it is necessary

to change the corresponding TinyOS modules (e.g. CC2420TransmitP.nc,

used to control transmission operations of CC2420 radio). This approach

is invasive to the original implementation of MAC sublayer, and it may

lead to the change in execution time of some important operations. Alter-

natively, time-stamps can be done at the physical layer, without modifying

the communication protocol stack, as described in [18]. In this case, the

radio must have an on-chip timer, whose value is captured by the radio
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(dashed rectangles in Fig. 2.5) and can be read by the MCU of a WSN

node (e.g. as in Freescale MC13192 transceiver [20]). Physical layer time-

stamping is generally more accurate since it does not need interrupt service

routines that may cause jitter.

2.5.6 Clock drift estimation

WSN nodes exhibit different clock speeds due to the differences between the

frequencies of their crystal oscillators, which results in continuous growth

of the absolute values of clock offsets. Therefore, the uncertainty of time

synchronization begins to grow immediately after two nodes A and B com-

pute their clock offsets. This causes the need to estimate time differences

periodically, and the accuracy of the resulting synchronization typically de-

pends on how often that estimation is done. More efficient synchronization

can be performed under the assumption that the trend of the offset growth

is linear. In this case, for example, it is possible to estimate the change of

the time offset d = tB − tA per unit of time of node B. This quantity is

the relative clock drift rate ν, which can be found using just two values of

the clock offset d1 and d2 observed recently at tB1 and tB2 according to the

time of node B:

ν =
d2 − d1

tB2 − tB1
=

(tB2 − tA2)− (tB1 − tA1)

tB2 − tB1
(2.9)

If ν is known, any time-stamp tBX of node B can be transformed to the

corresponding time tAX :

tAX = tBX − dX = tBX − d2 − ν(tBX − tB2) (2.10)

where the offset dX is computed as the sum of the most recently known

offset d2 and the estimated offset change during the respective time interval

tBX−tB2 according to the clock of node B (Fig. 2.6). There is always some

uncertainty in any time measurement performed by a WSN node, which
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Figure 2.6: Time-stamp transformation using the relative drift rate.

affects the accuracy of the computed relative drift rate. This issue can

be addressed by means of linear regression, which is indeed used in recent

high-accuracy time synchronization algorithms for WSN [17, 42]. In order

to synchronize a WSN node, this technique requires several pairs of time-

stamps, which are obtained after the node receives several synchronization

messages from a time reference over some time interval. Time stamps

are used to compute the corresponding clock offsets, and then the linear

regression is performed on this set of values to build a best-fit line (Fig. 2.7).

The best-fit line is used to predict offset values in the future, thus keeping

the clock of the node synchronized to the reference clock.

If the oscillator frequencies of WSN nodes were constant, the difference

between the clock readings of any two nodes would grow at the same rate.
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In this case it would be sufficient to find the clock drift rate once and then

always use it to transform the reading of one clock to that of the other,

thus maintaining the common time. However, due to the aging and variable

environmental factors, the crystal oscillator frequency changes over time.

Therefore, whatever accurate method is used to synchronize WSN nodes,

the synchronization procedure must always be repeated after some time.

2.6 Up-to-date methods of WSN synchronization

Traditional synchronization protocols for wired networks [e.g. Network

Time Protocol [44] (NTP) or Precision Time Protocol [3] (PTP)] as well

as some specific wireless protocols (such as IEEE 1588v2 [3] and IEEE

802.1AS [23]) are usually not suitable for WSNs due to the limited hard-
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ware and energy resources available on typical WSN nodes. In order to

address such problems, in recent years several WSN-specific synchroniza-

tion protocols have been proposed. However, the most known approaches

to time synchronization in WSN are focused on achieving the best possible

synchronization accuracy (in the order of some microseconds) for the whole

network without considering energy saving.

2.6.1 High-accuracy synchronization methods

• Time-Stamp Synchronization (TSS) protocol [51], proposed by Römer,

transforms the time of one network node to the time of another node when-

ever they exchange time-stamped radio messages. After the reception of

a message with a time-stamp, a network node estimates the time-stamp

age, i.e. the time elapsed from the moment when the time-stamp was

generated by the originator. Then the node subtracts the time-stamp age

from the message arrival time, which is recorded using the receiver local

clock. The result of this subtraction is the time-stamp value converted to

the receiver time. If a message goes through a multi-hop path, the time

transformation is performed at each hop. In this case, the time-stamp

age is the sum of the total time during which the time-stamp resides on

intermediate nodes along the path and the corresponding communication

delays between each pair of adjacent nodes along the multi-hop path. The

first component of that sum consists of delays measured by local clocks

of intermediate network nodes. The upper bound νmax of the clock drift

rate is used to transform the time intervals measured by one node to the

timescale of another. The second component comprises the communication

delays estimated by means of the pair-wise message exchange scheme, as

described in Subsection 2.5.2. The TSS operation was verified in a wired

network with νmax = 1 ppm. The average uncertainty of time-intervals for

adjacent nodes was 200 µs and increased by 200 µs per each additional
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hop. TSS protocol synchronizes multi-hop networks with highly dynamic

topologies at the expense of low overhead. However, the synchronization

uncertainty tends to increase unpredictably with the number of hops.

• Reference-broadcast synchronization (RBS) [17] proposed by Elson

et al., is based on the procedure described in detail in Subsection 2.5.3:

a special reference node sends radio messages to its one-hop neighbors,

which time-stamp the messages upon reception, and then exchange the

time stamp values. Every node uses these values to compute instanta-

neous relative offsets of its clock with respect to the clocks of the other

nodes (except the reference node). The nodes also compute their relative

clock drift rates by means of least-square linear regression. The knowledge

of the relative clock drift rate allows to transform the time of one node to

that of another node even in the absence of communication between them

during a long term. RBS divides multi-hop networks into one-hop clusters

with mutual gateway nodes transforming the time of one cluster to that

of another cluster. As experiments showed, RBS synchronized Berkeley

Motes within 11 µs. Besides, the protocol operation was verified on the

802.11 network composed of Compaq IPAQs running Familiar Linux: RBS

synchronized that network within 6.29 ±6.45 µs, and within 1.85 ±1.28 µs

using kernel time-stamping. The synchronization accuracy achieved by

RBS is close to the clock resolution. However, the protocol may cause high

computation and communication overhead, since all the receivers of the

reference message have to exchange their time-stamps and build the cor-

responding best-fit lines. The authors of RBS first introduced the concept

of receiver-receiver synchronization, which was used later in many other

WSN synchronization protocols.

• Timing-sync protocol for sensor networks (TPSN) [22], devised by

Ganeriwal et al., works in two phases. During the first, level discovery

phase, a spanning tree is created in the network, where every node is as-
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signed a level number. The root of the tree has a level 0 and functions

as a reference node. At the beginning of the level discovery phase, the

root broadcasts a level discovery packet, which contains the root ID and

level number. The nodes within the root communication range receive that

packet and assign themselves a level number, grater by one than the level

number in the received packet. Then those nodes broadcast new level dis-

covery packets with their own level numbers. This process continues until

all network nodes have their level numbers. In the second, synchroniza-

tion phase, the root broadcasts a special packet to initiate synchronization.

This packet is received by the immediate neighbors of the root, and then

each of the neighbors initiates an exchange of two radio messages with

the root after some random time interval. During this exchange, a node

sends a message to the root, and the root sends back an acknowledgment.

Both messages are time-stamped just before transmission and upon recep-

tion, and the time-stamp values are used by the node to compute its clock

offset with respect to the root using the procedure described in Subsec-

tion 2.5.2. The neighbors of the node overhear its communication with

the root, and then, after a random time interval, get synchronized to the

node in a similar manner, i.e. by means of pair-wise synchronization. This

process continues until all network nodes are synchronized. Experiments

with Berkeley Motes proved that TPSN synchronizes two adjacent network

nodes within 16.9 µs. TPSN can synchronize large networks to a high accu-

racy. However, the protocol requires the hierarchical network organization,

maintaining of which takes much energy, especially when network nodes

are mobile.

• Flooding time synchronization protocol (FTSP [42], designed by Maróti

et al., floods the whole network with messages, which contain values of

the global time, i.e. the time of an elected synchronization leader. The

synchronization leader periodically broadcasts synchronization messages
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containing its time-stamps. A network node records its local time upon

reception of a synchronization message (using MAC-layer time-stamping),

thus obtaining one reference point, which contains two time values: global

time and local time. When a node collects a sufficient number of reference

points, it computes the drift rate of its clock with respect to the leader

clock using linear regression (see subsection 2.5.6). This node can estimate

the global time and transmit it to the other nodes which are not yet syn-

chronized. The nodes within the leader transmission range receive global

time values directly from the leader, the distant nodes receive estimations

of the global time from the other synchronized nodes. FTSP operation was

experimentally verified on the network composed of 60 Mica2 motes. In

14 minutes, the 6-hop network was completely synchronized to the average

accuracy of 3 µs resulting in a 0.5 µs per hop accuracy. FTSP achieves

a high synchronization accuracy and it is tolerant to heavy changes of

the network topology. However, multiple transmissions of synchronization

messages, performed by many nodes, may cause collisions and, as a conse-

quence, significant communication overhead.

2.6.2 Light-weight synchronization methods

Researchers pointed out that the synchronization accuracy to within frac-

tions of a second was often sufficient for many sensor network applica-

tions [69]. Besides, an accurate time synchronization needs more complex

computations and more frequent network communication, which leads to

an increased energy consumption. Since energy is a scarce resource, espe-

cially in wireless sensor networks[14, 60], alternative energy-efficient time

synchronization schemes are required. In this respect, some WSN synchro-

nization algorithms have been developed recently, which improve power

efficiency by reducing the synchronization overhead related to communica-

tion and computation [58, 69, 15, 13, 77, 57, 74].
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• Tiny-sync and mini-sync (TS/MS) protocols [58], developed by Si-

chitiu and Veerarittiphan, form a hierarchy of network nodes where each

parent and child can exchange time-stamped radio messages. The oscillator

frequencies of network nodes are considered to be approximately constant

during time intervals ranging from some minutes to some hours. As a con-

sequence, the relationship between clock values t1 and t2 read at the same

time on any two nodes is assumed to be linear:

t1 = a12t2 + b12 (2.11)

where a12 and b12 are the relative drift rate and relative offset of the clocks

of the two nodes, respectively. If node 1 knows the values a12 and b12, it

can estimate the time of node 2 using (2.11). In order to do this, node

1 sends a time-stamped probe message at t0 to node 2. Node 2 receives

and timestamps the probe message with its time tb and immediately sends

it to node 1 in a response message. Node 1 receives and time-stamps the

response message with its time tr (Fig. 2.8). Thus, each message exchange

gives to node 1 one data point composed of three values: t0, tb and tr. Since

the time-stamp tb was registered after t0 and before tr, the time t′b which

could be observed by node 1 when node 2 registered tb is limited by t0 and

tr. Since t′b could also be computed by (2.11), the following inequalities

hold:

t0 < a12tb + b12 (2.12)

tr > a12tb + b12 (2.13)

At least two data points allow to compute lower a12 and upper a12 bounds

of a12 and lower b12 and upper b12 bounds of b12. This can be represented

graphically as two lines with the slopes corresponding to the minimum and

maximum values of a12 and the offsets corresponding to the minimum and

maximum values of b12 (Fig. 2.9). The values of a12 and b12 are computed
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Figure 2.8: TS/MS operation: probe message exchange.

Figure 2.9: Bounds on a12 and b12.
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as the average values of the aforementioned extreme values (this is rep-

resented by the line with the average slope and offset). Node 1 receives

several data points, and when a new data point is received, it is compared

with the existing ones and one of the data points is discarded. Only the

data points providing the best-fit line are kept in the memory. During the

probe message exchange, if node 2 does not respond immediately, which

will be most likely in real communication, it responds at time tb2 > tb.

This does not affect the correctness of the approach described above, but

it just results in two data points: [t0, tb, tr] and [t0, tb2, tr]. Mini-sync

uses more data points to achieve a higher synchronization accuracy at the

expense of an increased energy consumption due to a larger number of

communication events. Tiny-sync uses minimum number of data points,

and saves power at the expense of reduced synchronization accuracy. Two

experiments with an 802.11b multi-hop network were used to assess the

performance of Tiny-sync. In the first experiment, two computers within

one hop exchanged probe messages once per second during 83 minutes,

which gave almost 5000 data points. The resulting offset and drift bounds

were ±945 µs and ±0.27 ppm, respectively. The second experiment was

performed similarly, but two computers were five hops away. This resulted

in the offset bound ±3.232 ms and the drift bound ±1.1 ppm. TS/MS al-

gorithms provide tight bounds on the relative drifts and offsets of network

nodes at the cost of very low computational, memory and communication

overhead. However, TS/MS use a hierarchical network organization and

therefore is vulnerable to the network topology changes.

• Lightweight tree-based synchronization (LTS) scheme [69], developed

by van Greunen and Rabaey, saves power by means of fewer radio mes-

sages and less complex computations necessary for the time synchroniza-

tion. Two LTS algorithms perform periodic synchronization by exchanging

a pair of time-stamped messages along the edges of a spanning tree, i.e. the
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pairwise synchronization is performed between parents and children in the

tree (see subsection 2.5.2). In the first, centralized algorithm, a reference

node, which is the root of the tree, synchronizes with its single hop neigh-

bors, then they synchronize with their children etc., until all leaf nodes of

the tree are synchronized. The reference node must provide an accurate

time, and must resynchronize the network periodically. The resynchroniza-

tion period is calculated by the reference node depending on the desired

accuracy, upper bound of the clock drift rate and depth of the tree. The

upper bound of the clock drift rate in the network is considered to be known

in advance. In the second, distributed algorithm, network nodes decide on

their own whether they need to be synchronized. A node that requires

synchronization sends a request to the closest reference node. If these two

nodes are not within a single hop from each other, the request goes along

some multi-hop route through intermediate nodes, which get synchronized

too. The LTS functionality was verified using Omnet++, a discrete event

simulator. In simulations, LTS run during 10 hours on 500 nodes placed

in 120×120 m area with the target accuracy of 0.5 s. The average clock

offset in the network before synchronization did not exceed 0.4 s, i.e. it was

within the accuracy bounds. The centralized LTS scheme is more efficient

for the network-wide synchronization, while the distributed scheme better

saves power when only a part of network nodes need to be synchronized.

LTS requires the construction of a spanning tree, which takes much energy

if the network topology changes.

• Tsync synchronization service [15], proposed by Dai and Han, in-

cludes two components: Hierarchy Referencing Time Synchronization (HRTS)

and Individual-Based Time Request (ITR). HRTS constructs a spanning

tree in the network with a master-node at the root. The master node

synchronizes its children, and then the same synchronization procedure

is repeated at subsequent levels in the hierarchy. Two independent radio
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.10: TSync operation: parent node broadcasts announcement message (a); ran-

domly chosen node k replies (b); parent node broadcasts synchronization message (c).

channels are used for parent-child communication in the tree: control chan-

nel, which is common for all nodes, and clock channel, which is unique for

each node. At the time t1 against its timescale, the parent node broadcasts

a timestamped announcement message on the control channel to its chil-

dren (Fig. 2.10(a)). The announcement message also contains the number

k, randomly chosen by the parent among the numbers of its children. Af-

ter the transmission of the announcement message is finished, the parent

switches to the dedicated clock channel of node k. Every child i records

its time t2i upon the reception of the announcement message. Then, only

the chosen node k sends a time-stamped response message on the clock

channel at the time t3k against its timescale (Fig. 2.10(b)). This response

message also contains t2k — the time recorded by node k when it received

the announcement message. The parent node receives the response mes-

sage at the time t4 according to its time, and estimates the clock offset dk

of node k relative to the parent time using the pair-wise synchronization

procedure (see subsection 2.5.2). Then, the parent switches to the con-

trol channel and broadcasts one synchronization message containing the

clock offset dk and the time-stamp t2k of the announcement message ar-
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rival, received from node k (Fig. 2.10(c)). Every child node i receives the

synchronization message and uses the value t2k to compute the offset of its

clock dik with respect to the clock of node k:

dik = t2i − t2k (2.14)

Finally, every child i adjusts its clock to the parent time tp:

tp = ti + dik + dk (2.15)

where ti is the current time of a certain node i. ITR performs synchroniza-

tion in the same way as HRTS but on demand of a particular node. The

authors of TSync evaluated its accuracy by running it on a WSN composed

of five GPS-enabled Nymph nodes with MANTIS operating system. The

reported values of mean synchronization error are 21.2 µs for two nodes

within one-hop and 29.5 µs for two nodes located tree hops away. TSync

performs only three message exchange on each level of the constructed hier-

archy, which saves power. Although the usage of dedicated radio channels

involves higher implementation complexity, Tsync can be adapted to WSN

that use only one channel. However, TSync relies on a hierarchical commu-

nication, which makes this service vulnerable to network topology changes.

2.6.3 Adaptive synchronization methods

Lightweight synchronization algorithms such as TS/MS, LTS and Tsync

often include separate ad hoc synchronization methods, each of which is

the most suitable in a certain scenario, depending on the required accuracy

or number of active nodes in the network. However, these parameters can

change rather quickly in wireless sensor networks. For example, a WSN

that continuously monitors a chemico-bacteriological laboratory may acti-

vate additional sensor nodes when a dangerous pollutant is detected in the
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air. The activated nodes can help to locate the source of pollution more

precisely, since they will collect a larger amount of data and at a higher rate.

Moreover, the network may need a better time synchronization accuracy

in order to compute the velocity and direction of the pollutant diffusion.

The described case shows that it is desirable to have time synchronization

schemes that combine various specific algorithms and apply them selec-

tively depending on the situation. Such flexible techniques should be able

to keep track on variable conditions and synchronize the network nodes

in the most energy-efficient way. Some adaptive synchronization schemes

are emerging, which save energy by keeping the synchronization events

as rare as possible while maintaining the desired synchronization accu-

racy [49, 6, 56, 21].

• An adaptive time synchronization protocol (authors do not designate

it by any name), devised by PalChaudhuri et al. [49], uses the minimum

possible number of synchronization messages to achieve a required accu-

racy with a certain probability. In this scheme, each of the dedicated

network nodes sends time-stamped radio messages to a set of receivers.

The receivers register the arrival time of those reference messages, and use

linear regression to compute the offset and drift rate of their clocks with

respect to the sender clock. Then they send the computed values back to

the sender, which uses this information to find its relative clock drift rate

and to broadcast it in a special packet to all receivers. After that, any

pair of receivers can compute their relative clock drift rates and offsets.

Assuming that the distribution of the synchronization errors is Gaussian,

the authors prove the following relationship between the probability that a

synchronization error ε is less than the upper bound εmax and the minimum

number of synchronization messages n:

P (|ε| ≤ εmax) = 2erf

(√
nεmax

σ

)

(2.16)
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where σ is the standard deviation of the distribution. Also, the authors

derive an expression for the maximum synchronization error γmax that can

develop in the network given the synchronization interval Tsync:

γmax = εmax + (Tsync + δmax)νmax (2.17)

where δmax is the maximum delay after the synchronization has been started,

νmax is the maximum clock drift rate among the network nodes. The de-

scribed adaptive protocol is able to save power due to the probabilistic

synchronization, which causes less overhead. However, the protocol may

be not suitable for safety-critical applications.

• The energy efficient time synchronization protocol (ETSP), proposed

by Shahzad at al. [56], saves energy by minimizing the number of synchro-

nizations, depending on the number of network nodes requiring synchro-

nization. This technique is based on the observation that receiver-receiver

synchronization (which is used in RBS) requires less transmissions than

sender-receiver synchronization (as in TPSN) when the number of net-

work nodes is small. On the contrary, the sender-receiver approach is

more energy-efficient in large and dense networks. In ETSP, a parent node

synchronizes a group of its children using an RBS-like algorithm, if their

number is less or equal to a certain threshold. If the number of children

nodes exceeds the threshold, TPSN method is used.

• Rate Adaptive Time Synchronization (RATS) protocol [21], proposed

by Ganeriwal et al., multiplicatively decreases and increases the synchro-

nization interval (beaconing interval) within certain limits depending on

how many times the synchronization error exceeds the user-defined bound.

Also, this protocol chooses an optimal time during which some number

of time-stamps are sent from node A to node B. RATS achieves one to

two orders of magnitude reduction in the energy spent on radio transmis-

sion and is able to synchronize WSN nodes under changing environmental
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conditions.

2.7 Summary

Time synchronization is essential for the operation of wireless sensor net-

works. Most of the well known approaches to time synchronization for

WSNs are focused on achieving high synchronization accuracy for the whole

network without addressing the power consumption problem. Other solu-

tions improve power efficiency by reducing the synchronization complexity,

or by enlarging the synchronization period. Recently, also some adaptive

synchronization techniques for WSNs have been developed, whose common

goal is to save energy by keeping the synchronization events as rare as pos-

sible on the basis of the actual synchronization status of the network.

Despite attempts to achieve a power-efficient time synchronization in

WSN, the relationship of time uncertainty and power efficiency in typi-

cal WSN applications has not been fully addressed yet. Moreover, the

measurements of power consumption of real WSN nodes running synchro-

nization algorithms have not yet been done. These measurements could

give a valuable quantitative data which, combined with a deeper insight

into the problems of time synchronization, will show the advantage of each

WSN synchronization method over the others.
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Chapter 3

Time Uncertainty in WSN

3.1 Time Estimation Uncertainty

3.1.1 Modeling of Time Estimation Uncertainty

A WSN node measures time with its MCU timer/counter register, which

counts cycles of the periodic signal supplied from the crystal resonator (see

section 2.2). When some event happens, a special interrupt signal (e.g. a

positive pulse on one of the microcontroller pins) can be generated to copy

the timer value to the capture register. After the timer value is captured, it

can be used by the program running on the MCU. Assume that the timer

is reset and starts counting at real time t0. The timer value N is captured

after an event happens at real time t1. Thus, if no overflow occurs, the

timer counts N cycles during the real time interval ∆t = t1− t0. The WSN

node can estimate that time interval as following:

∆test =
N

f0
(3.1)

where ∆test is the time interval estimate and f0 is the nominal oscillation

frequency of the crystal. However, the actual frequency of the resonator

differs from f0, and this difference changes over time due to various envi-

ronmental factors, crystal aging and noise. Also, the timer measures the
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time in terms of an integer number of clock cycles (i.e. time measurement

result is discrete), which limits the accuracy of the estimation (3.1). Fi-

nally, when an event happens, the timer value is not captured instantly,

but after some delay. Taking into account all these factors, the result of 3.1

can be modeled as follows:

∆test =
1

f0

t1+λ+γ
∫

t0

f(t)dt (3.2)

where:

• f(t) is the instantaneous frequency of the resonator.

• λ is the random delay between the moment when the event happens

and the moment when the corresponding interrupt signal is generated.

• γ is a random error due to the discrete representation of time by the

timer value (discretization error).

The component
t1+λ+γ
∫

t0

f(t)dt models the captured timer value, i.e. exactly

N clock cycles occurs during the real time interval [t0,t1 +λ+ γ]. Fig. 3.1

illustrates the meaning of λ and γ. Obviously, λ ≥ 0, since the inter-

rupt is generated only after the event has happened. The sign and range

of γ depends on whether the time capture is done asynchronously to the

clock signal or not. Asynchronous capture is done immediately as soon

as an interrupt signal arrives. In this case, γ ≤ 0, because the integer

number of clock cycles counted by the timer is always equal or less than

the real number of cycles at the moment when the interrupt happens, and
t1+λ+γ
∫

t0

f(t)dt=

⌊

t1+λ
∫

t0

f(t)dt

⌋

, where bc represents the floor function. There-

fore, γ ∈ [−dcycle, 0], where dcycle is the duration of the current clock cycle.

Asynchronous capture may lead to a race condition. Alternatively, the cap-

ture can be synchronized with the next clock edge occurring in the middle
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Figure 3.1: Time capture.

of a clock cycle (i.e. when the timer value does not change). In this case,

γ ≤ 0 if the interrupt signal arrives in the first half of the current cycle. In-

deed, the integer number of cycles captured on the middle clock edge is still

the same as in the first half of the cycle and is less than the corresponding

real number of cycles:
t1+λ+γ
∫

t0

f(t)dt=

⌊

t1+λ
∫

t0

f(t)dt

⌋

. When the interrupt

happens in the second half of a clock cycle, the synchronous capture is

performed in the middle of the next cycle. As a consequence, the captured

timer value is more than the real number of cycles at the moment when

the interrupt happens. In this case γ ≥ 0 and
t1+λ+γ
∫

t0

f(t)dt=

⌈

t1+λ
∫

t0

f(t)dt

⌉

,
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where de represents the ceiling function. Thus γ ∈ [−dcycle
2 ,

dcycle
2 ] when the

capture is synchronous.

The uncertainty δ of the time interval estimation (3.1) is:

δ = ∆test −∆t =
1

f0

t1+λ+γ
∫

t0

f(t)dt−∆t (3.3)

The instantaneous resonator frequency f(t) can be modeled as:

f(t) = f0 +∆fman +∆foper(t) + ∆fage(t) + ∆ffluc(t) (3.4)

where:

• ∆fman is a constant frequency deviation due to the imprecision in the

angle at which the crystal is cut during its manufacturing process [53];

• ∆foper(t) is a change in frequency caused by operating conditions such

as temperature, input voltage, humidity and vibration [31, 70];

• ∆fage(t) is a frequency deviation related to the crystal aging [31, 70];

• ∆ffluc(t) is a frequency deviation due to the random short-term fre-

quency fluctuations such as white phase modulation (WPM) noise,

flicker phase modulation (FPM) noise, white frequency modulation

(WFM) noise, flicker frequency modulation (FFM) noise, and random

walk frequency modulation (RWFM) noise [8, 12, 70].

Vendors of quartz crystal resonators generally indicate the frequency sta-

bility specification, which combines the effect of all factors and is given

as a single number representing the worst-case relative frequency drift in

the allowed operating conditions [31]. The frequency stability and relative

frequency drift are expressed in terms of parts per million, e.g. ±100 ppm.

The relative frequency drift is also called the normalized frequency de-

viation, fractional frequency change or fractional frequency error or just
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frequency drift [28, 2, 68]. All these terms stand for a difference between

the actual and nominal frequencies divided by the nominal frequency. In

order to emphasize the relationship between the instantaneous frequency

and relative frequency deviation due various factors, the expression (3.4)

can be written as

f(t) = f0(1 +
∆fman

f0
+

∆foper(t)

f0
+

∆fage(t)

f0
+

∆ffluc(t)

f0
) (3.5)

or as

f(t) = f0(1 + yman + yoper(t) + yage(t) + yfluc(t)) (3.6)

where yman = ∆fman

f0
is the normalized frequency deviation due to the crystal

manufacturing process and yoper(t) =
∆foper(t)

f0
, yage(t) =

∆fage(t)
f0

, yfluc(t) =
∆ffluc(t)

f0
are instantaneous normalized frequency deviations due to operating

conditions, crystal aging and random short-term frequency fluctuations

respectively.

The frequency stability can be approximately considered as a sum of

maximum values of yman, yoper(t), yage(t) and yfluc(t). However, commercial

manufacturers often assume a crystal operation life of only a few years, thus

ignoring aging during a longer term [31]. Military specifications generally

indicate the frequency stability related to the operation in an extended

temperature range and the impact of factors such as humidity, shock and

vibrations.

The constant frequency drift yman of commercial quartz crystals can

be in the order of 20-50 ppm [53]. The major part of yoper(t) is the drift

in the order of 10-20 ppm caused by the temperature. The temperature-

dependent frequency drift ytemp is not linear with temperature. For AT-cut

crystals ytemp can be approximated as

ytemp(T ) ≈ K1(T − T0)
3 +K2(T − T0) +K3 (3.7)

where T is temperature and K1, K2, K3, T0 are unique to each res-

onator [53, 9]. Each crystal cut angle has a particular curve of the fre-
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quency deviation versus temperature and the shape of that curve does not

change with time, i.e. ytemp is constant if the temperature is stable [31].

The frequency drift caused by the crystal aging yage(t) changes with time,

and new crystals age faster than old ones (e.g. 5 ppm in the first year of

operation, and then 3 ppm [31]). In stable environmental conditions, aging

typically exhibits logarithmic dependence on time [68, 71, 70, 47, 9, 48]:

yage(t) = A1 log(1 + A2t) (3.8)

where coefficients A1 and A2 are usually determined from the least square

fit using the measurement results. However, after an initial stabilization

period (usually 30 days) the aging is often considered as approximately

linear function of time and is specified in ppm/year [29, 71]. The effect of

random frequency fluctuations is generally estimated by means of the Allan

variance over a certain time interval [8, 70]. The order of magnitude of the

corresponding standard deviation estimated over 1 s is some nanoseconds

for low cost XO [70, 2].

The rough estimate of the drift magnitudes given above allows to say

that during a medium-term of operation the frequency deviation is mainly

caused by the crystal cut imprecision and deviation of temperature from the

standard ambient temperature (+25◦C ±3◦C). In this case, the resonator

frequency approximates to:

f = f0(1 + ys) (3.9)

where ys is a frequency drift due to the combined effect of manufacturing

imprecision and temperature offset, i.e. ys = yman+ytemp(t). In stable envi-

ronmental conditions ytemp is constant and therefore the relative frequency

drift ys can be considered as constant. Using (3.9) in (3.3) and neglecting

the impact of the errors due to discretization and delayed time capture
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Figure 3.2: Individual contributions of time measurement uncertainty due to the constant

deviation of the oscillator frequency (solid line), crystal aging (dashed line) and time

discretization (noisy pattern). All terms are plotted as a function of the measured time

intervals on a logarithmic scale.

gives an approximate expression for the time estimation uncertainty:

δ ≈ 1

f0

t1
∫

t0

f0(1 + ys)dt−∆t (3.10)

Taking into account that ys is constant and ∆t = t1 − t0, (3.10) can be

simplified as:

δ ≈ ys∆t (3.11)

i.e. the difference between an interval estimate and the corresponding real

time interval grows approximately linearly with the interval duration. In

order to highlight this point, let us assume that ys=50 ppm, the frequency
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drift change due to aging is 2.5 ppm/year and f0=32.768 kHz. These values

are in accordance with the features of the XOs commonly used on com-

mercial WSN nodes, such as the TelosB/Tmote Sky modules. In Fig. 3.2

individual uncertainty contributions due to the discretization (noisy pat-

tern), constant frequency offset (solid line) and crystal aging (dashed line)

are shown on a logarithmic scale as a function of increasingly large mea-

sured time intervals. Notice that for very short time intervals (i.e. below

1 s) the discretization is the main source of uncertainty, whereas the aging

effect becomes significant only after about 3 years. In all the intermediate

cases, the measurement uncertainty is dominated by the frequency offset.

Since the typical operational lifetime of a WSN node is in the order of

some weeks, and the periodic synchronization operations are not repeated

very frequently in order to save power, the expression (3.11) can be used

to model the overall time estimation uncertainty in most of the situations

of practical interest.

3.1.2 Clock Drifts Measurements

In order to evaluate the effect of resonator frequency deviation on time

estimations of typical WSN nodes, 60 time intervals were measured dur-

ing 1 hour using the timers of 10 TelosB and Tmote Sky nodes running

TinyOS. The time measurements were performewd by 32-bit timers clocked

at 32.768 kHz. The common reference signal used to compare the time in-

tervals measured by the nodes was a square wave produced by a function

generator Agilent 33220A. In fact, according to the instrument specifica-

tions [5], the RMS jitter of the reference waveform in pulse mode is about

100 ns, namely some orders of magnitude smaller than the intervals to be

measured. The pulse period was set to 60 s. A special ad-hoc cable with

a BNC connector at one end and split into 10 twin wires at the other end

was used to deliver the reference pulse signal to MCU pins of the nodes
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Figure 3.3: Experimental setup used to measure the clock drifts of WSN nodes with

respect to a stable reference signal produced by a function generator Agilent 33220A.

(Fig. 3.3). The nodes were programmed to record their timer values at

each rising edge of the reference signal. The ambient temperature was

stable during the whole experiment (around +22◦C) performed in a lab-

oratory. In Fig. 3.4 the differences between the values measured by the

MCU timers of the nodes are plotted against the reference values provided

by the function generator. Notice that these differences exhibit essentially

a linear trend with a slope that is constant for a given node. This means

that during the experiment the total frequency deviation was dominated

by the constant frequency deviation ys of the employed resonator, while

all the other contributions were negligible. Therefore, the time estimation

uncertainty is indeed a linear function of the measured time interval under

stable environmental conditions, as expected, and the approximate expres-

sion (3.11) holds in most of practical cases.

Wireless sensor nodes are often placed outdoors, and operate under

varying temperature. In order to evaluate the effect of temperature on the

stability of resonator frequencies of WSN nodes, another experiment was

done with four TelosB nodes, two of which were exposed to directed flow

of heated air. As before, a function generator Agilent 33220A produced
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Figure 3.4: Measured offsets between the clocks of 10 TelosB and Tmote Sky nodes and

the time values provided by a function generator Agilent 33220A. The nodes measure

time once per minute by reading their 32-bit timers clocked at 32.768 kHz.

reference pulses with a period of 60 s, and the nodes recorded their timer

values on each rising edge of the pulse signal. In addition, the nodes mea-

sured the air temperature with Sensirion SHT11 sensors [55]. First, all

nodes operated under stable temperature (around +22◦C). The source of

heated air was activated and directed at the nodes 1 and 2 after 30 minutes

from the beginning of the experiment. In the 60th minute of experiment

the source of heated air was switched off and all the nodes continued to

operate for 30 minutes. In Fig. 3.5 the offsets between the timer values

of the nodes and the reference values provided by the function generator

are shown. Notice that clock drift rates of the heated nodes appreciably

change during the time of heating (interval boundaries are marked with
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Figure 3.5: Measured offsets between the clocks of 4 TelosB modules and time values

provided by a function generator Agilent 33220A. The nodes measure time once per

minute by reading their 32-bit timers clocked at 32.768 kHz.

two dashed lines), while the clock drift rate of the other two nodes remains

constant. Clearly, the resonator frequency of node 2 is more sensitive to

the temperature, and the clock drift rate of node 2 even changes its sign

during heating.

In Fig. 3.6(a) and Fig. 3.6(b) the clock offsets of the heated nodes with

respect to reference time values and the air temperature measured by the

nodes are plotted against the time values provided by the function gen-

erator. Although clock offsets exhibit a linear trend with time when the

temperature is approximately constant (around +22◦C during the first 30

minutes of experiment, and around +45◦C during the following 30 min-

utes), they change non-linearly under varying temperature. This is obvi-
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Figure 3.6: Clock offsets of two heated TelosB nodes 1 (a) and 2 (b) and the air tem-

perature measured by the nodes plotted against the time values provided by a function

generator Agilent 33220A.
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ous, especially in Fig. 3.6(b) during the last 30 minutes of experiment, when

node 2 gradually cools down. The results of this experiment emphasize the

impact of temperature on the accuracy of time estimation performed by

WSN nodes.

3.2 Time Transfer Uncertainty

When transferring a certain time value between two WSN nodes, the time

of the sender will be actually available at the receiver end only after some

delay. Such a latency depends on the amount of operations occurring

between the moment when the sender timer is read and the instant in

which the receiver time is updated. As known, in case of an end-to-end,

single-hop transmission the total latency includes the following terms [34]:

• send time, namely the nondeterministic time spent by a transmitter

for building the packet at the application layer and for transferring

the packet to the MAC layer. This time depends on the interaction

between the MCU and the RF module, on the processor load as well

as on the OS scheduling algorithms;

• access time, i.e. the random, MAC-specific time spent to access the

wireless channel. Such a delay depends on the network traffic as well

as on the features of the communication protocol;

• transmission time, i.e. the time to turn an equivalent bit of informa-

tion into modulated electromagnetic waves just before transmission;

• propagation time taken by one bit to cross the wireless channel from

the sender to the receiver;

• reception time, i.e. is the time to transform a received electromagnetic

wave into one equivalent bit of information;
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• receive time including both the time to transfer the packet from the

MAC layer to the application layer and the time to process the packet,

e.g. to extract the received time value.

If a carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA)

protocol is used, the overall end-to-end latency δC can be modeled by a

random variable resulting from the addition of three major terms, i.e.:

δC = δS + δL + δR (3.12)

where:

• δS and δR coincide with the send time and the receive time, respec-

tively;

• δL is the link and physical layer latency which includes one or mul-

tiple values of access, transmission, propagation and reception time

depending on the number of retransmission attempts in case of busy

channel or packet collision.

In order to have a clearer insight about the features of the three individual

terms mentioned above, several δS, δL and δR values were measured using

an automatic experimental setup based on an oscilloscope controlled by a

PC. In particular, after identifying (from the documentation of the TelosB

module [45] and radio transceiver CC2420 [63]) which pins of the radio

chip can be used to generate pulses at the beginning and at the end of δS,

δL and δR intervals during a packet transmission, we used the oscilloscope

to measure the time differences between the pulse edges delimiting the

various latency contributions. Notice that this approach leads to very

accurate results, because software-related delays almost do not affect the

measurement process.

In the following subsections, the results of the performed experiments

as well as the models deduced from the analysis of the collected data are

described.
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Figure 3.7: Experimental setup to measure communication delays.

3.2.1 Experimental Setup and Measurement Procedure

The basic components of the proposed experimental setup are shown in

Fig. 3.7 and include not only one sender and receiver, but also a random

traffic generator, namely a node that is explicitly used to emulate a known

amount of traffic within the network, as it will be explained in the next

subsections. All measurements were performed on TelosB nodes running

TinyOS [26]. Each TelosB node is equipped with an IEEE 802.15.4 com-

pliant 2.4 GHz radio transceiver CC2420 [63], which is controlled by a

microcontroller MSP430F1611 [64] via Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI).

The sender node was programmed to send periodically a radio packet to

the receiver node. Several test commands were inserted in the transmitter

code to generate a special pulse on one MCU pin (send-pulse). The ris-

ing edge of the generated pulse appears on this pin (as a result of setting

the corresponding bit of the port register), just before running the sending

commands. After those commands are executed, the falling edge of the

pulse is produced by clearing the bit of the port register. The receiver was

programmed to generate a similar pulse (receive-pulse) on one of its MCU

pins by suitably adding several commands to the receiver program code.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.8: Flowcharts of the applications running on the sender (a) and receiver (b).

The flowcharts of the applications running on the sender and receiver nodes

are shown in Figures 3.8(a) and 3.8(b).

Also, some low-level modules of TinyOS running on the sender node

were modified to generate additional test pulse when the first channel ac-

cess attempt is just about to happen (access-pulse). The send time was

assumed to be equal to the time interval between send-pulse and access-

pulse. Besides, the SFD signal, generated by CC2420 on the corresponding

pin, was used to measure the receive time. In fact, the positive edge of

SFD signal appears when the start-of-frame-delimiter byte is transmitted

or received, the negative edge corresponds to the end of transmission or

reception of the last byte in the packet [4, 63]. We considered the time in-

terval between the negative edge of the receiver SFD signal and the positive

edge of receive-pulse as equal to receive time. The time interval between

the positive edge of access-pulse and negative edge of the receiver SFD sig-

nal was assumed to be equal to the link and physical layer latency. All test

pulses and their relations to different stages of the packet transmission and
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Figure 3.9: Test signals used to measure different components of the communication

delay. Signal edges correspond to the boundaries between different stages of radio packet

transmission and reception.

reception are shown in Fig. 3.9. The long segmented rectangle on the top

of Fig. 3.9 represents the transmission of the radio packet by the sender,

the bottom rectangle (identical to the upper one, but shifted to the right)

represents the reception of the same radio packet by the receiver.

In the experiments the pins of either MCU or radio chip of the trans-

mitting and receiving nodes were connected to the channels of a digital

storage oscilloscope (DSO) TDS 3012 [62]. A LabVIEW application con-

trolled the oscilloscope through an Ethernet interface. The application was

specifically designed for measuring the time interval between the voltage

pulses acquired on the two channels, with a pulse edge on the first channel

set as a triggering event. Eventually, multiple measured time values were

saved in a log file in order to be analyzed later.

A screen-shot showing two pulses measured during the transmission of

a radio packet with a payload of 40 bytes is shown in Fig. 3.10. In this

example, the top pulse is a send-pulse, while the bottom one is a receive-

pulse. Here, the measured time difference between the rising edges of the
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Figure 3.10: Two test pulses measured during the transmission of a radio packet with a

payload of 40 bytes.

pulses is 12.50 ms and corresponds to the total communication delay. Con-

sider that the instrumental uncertainty associated to such a measurement

result is negligible, because the worst-case contributions affecting the time

measurements using the chosen oscilloscope are several order of magnitude

smaller than the interval under test. In fact, the delay time accuracy of

the oscilloscope is ±200 ppm over any time interval longer than 1 ms [62].

Also, according to the MSP430F1611 manual [65], moving a constant to

a certain destination address requires 5 CPU cycles. Therefore, since the

microcontroller operates at the frequency of 8 MHz, the commands setting

or clearing a port pin should take less than 1 µs.

3.2.2 Send and Receive Time

In the first set of experiments, 10 sequences of 100 packets having the same

payload size (ranging from 10 bytes up to 100 bytes) were transmitted
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Figure 3.11: Average send time values (solid central line) and ±σ limits (dashed lines) as

a function of the payload size. The mean and standard deviation values used to plot the

picture are estimated using sets of 100 measurement results for different payload sizes.

between two nodes. The average values (solid central line) and the ±σ

limits (dashed lines) of the estimated send time are shown in Fig. 3.11 as

a function of the payload size. Notice that delay is random but it grows

linearly with packet size. This is reasonable because if the MCU transfers

the packet to the radio module through a serial connection (SPI), the send

time depends on the packet length. As a consequence, the send time can

be modeled as

δS = tS(D +H) + εS (3.13)

where:

• D is the payload size (e.g. expressed in bytes);

• H is the fixed number of additional overhead bytes (i.e. H=10 bytes

in TinyOS 2.0);

• tS (which is about 19.4 µs according to our experiments) represents
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the average time to transfer 1 byte over the serial connection;

• εS is a random variable including all the other possible random con-

tributions such as the latency of the interrupt service routine reading

the timer or the time spent by the MCU in running other tasks.

In general, it is not possible to provide a unique stochastic description of

εS due to the excessive number of factors affecting this term. However,

according to the performed experiments, εS exhibits approximately a uni-

form distribution with mean value equal to 3.4 ms and standard deviation

of about 1.4 ms. This contribution is most probably dominated by the

random delay introduced on purpose by TinyOS before attempting any

channel access. The features of the receive time are quite similar to those

of the send time. In fact, also in this case the delay grows linearly with

payload size. Therefore, the receive time can be modeled as

δR = tR(D +H) + εR (3.14)

where tR is the average time to transfer 1 byte of data over the serial con-

nection between the radio module and the MCU and εR is the random delay

to process the incoming packet. In order to validate (3.14), in the second

set of experiments the receive time values were measured by transmitting

10 sequences of 100 packets with the same payload size (i.e. ranging from

10 bytes up to 100 bytes) between two nodes. The corresponding average

delays (solid central line) and the ±σ limits (dashed lines) are shown in

Fig. 3.12 as a function of the payload size. Observe that the dashed lines in

this case can be hardly distinguished from the line representing the mean

values. This means that the receive times are mostly deterministic. In fact,

the mean of εR is about 1.9 ms, whereas its standard deviation is in the

order of few µs, i.e. negligible. Such a deterministic behavior is due to the

fact that the time to service the interrupt generated by the radio module is
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Figure 3.12: Average receive time values (central solid line) and ±σ limits (dashed lines)

as a function of the payload size. The mean and standard deviation values used to plot

the picture are estimated using sets of 100 measurement results for different payload sizes.

approximately constant because no other tasks run on the receiving node.

Notice that the value of tR is larger than tS (i.e. 47.6 µs). This is probably

due to some additional handshaking delays when the data are transferred

from the FIFO buffer of the radio module to the MCU.

3.2.3 Link and Physical Layer Delay

The study of the delay associated to the link and physical layer is more

involved than the analysis of the send and receive times, because δL depends

not only on the payload size, but also on the traffic throughout the network.

The qualitative description of the pure packet transfer delay after accessing

the channel is shown in Fig. 3.13 and can be expressed as follows:

δTR = δD + [8(D + P )− 1]tb + δTX + δP + δRX (3.15)

where:
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Figure 3.13: Qualitative description of the packet transfer delay δTR in case of successful

channel access with no collisions.

• δD is the turnaround time necessary to switch between TX and RX

radio states (this is approximately 192 µs for the radio modules used

on TelosB nodes [63]);

• D is the payload size in bytes;

• P is the total number of additional bytes added at MAC and PHY

layers just before starting the transmission (e.g. P=H+7=17 bytes

in TinyOS 2.0);

• tb is the reciprocal of the nominal bit rate (i.e. 4.0 µs if the bit rate is

250 kbit/s);

• δTX , δP and δRX represent the transmission time, propagation time

and reception time, respectively, as defined at the beginning of Sec-

tion 3.2. According to the specifications of the radio module used on

TelosB nodes, δRX is about 3 µs [63]. Given that δTX must be strictly

smaller than Tb, it is reasonable to assume that δTX is approximately

the same as δRX . Finally, δP in wireless sensor network is at most in
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the order of 1 µs.

Observe that the packet transfer time δTR is mostly deterministic. How-

ever, if WSN nodes rely on a CSMA/CA protocol, the total communication

latency δL becomes random because it includes also the access time to the

channel, the latencies due to the possibility of finding the channel busy and

the retransmission delays following possible packet collisions. By default

the MAC sublayer of TinyOS relies on an unslotted version of CSMA/CA

medium access mechanism, similar to that described in the standard IEEE

802.15.4 [4]. The unslotted CSMA/CA access mechanism can be shortly

described as follows. As soon as a packet is transferred from the applica-

tion layer to the MAC layer, the transmitter at first waits for a random

amount of basic time units called backoff periods. Then, the MAC layer re-

quests the physical layer to perform the Clear Channel Assessment (CCA).

If the channel is idle, the MAC layer begins to transfer a packet, otherwise

the random waiting delay has to be increased and the CCA operations

are repeated. Finally, if the channel is idle, but a collision occurs (i.e. no

acknowledge message is received by the transmitting node within a certain

timeout), all the procedure mentioned above should restart from the be-

ginning.

A possible model describing the effect of both busy channel events and

packet collisions relies on the general theoretical analysis described in [33]

and [76]. If R is the random variable modeling the total number of packet

transmission attempts anytime the channel is sensed idle, and NBr for

r=1,...,R is the number of times in which the channel is sensed busy before

performing the rth attempt, we have that the total communication latency

results from:

δL = RδTR + (R− 1)δACK +
R
∑

r=1

NBr
∑

i=0

(XiB + C) (3.16)

where:
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Figure 3.14: Average link and physical layer latencies as a function of the payload size in

negligible traffic conditions. The mean values are estimated using sets of 100 measurement

results for different payload sizes. The standard deviation of the latencies is negligible in

the current example (i.e. invisible in the picture) because neither collisions, nor packet

busy event occur.

• δTR is the packet transfer time resulting from (3.15);

• δACK is the time spent in waiting for the acknowledgment message sent

by the receiving node. Basically, this value can be estimated by (3.15),

simply by setting D=5 bytes and P=6 bytes, respectively [4];

• B is the duration of the backoff period;

• C is the time spent to perform the CCA operation at the PHY layer;

• Xi, for i=0,...,NBr, is a uniform random variable in the expanding

range [0, 2BE − 1], with BE affecting how many backoff periods a

node should wait before a new channel access attempt. In fact, BE

is incremented by 1 anytime the channel is sensed busy.
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According to the standard IEEE 802.15.4, B=320 µs, C=128 µs, NBr may

range from 0 to 5 and BE may range from 0 to 8 [4]. Observe that in (3.16)

only the R-1 acknowledgment delays due to failed transmission attempts

are included. In fact, when the packet is transmitted successfully, the final

acknowledgment time is superimposed to the receive time. Therefore, if at

the first attempt (i.e. for R=1), the channel is idle and the packet transfer

is successful, (3.16) becomes:

δL = δTR +X0B + C (3.17)

This expression highlights that also the link and physical layer latency

grows linearly with the packet size. This is clearly visible in Fig. 3.14,

in which the average communication latencies estimated over 100 mea-

surement results are shown as a function of the payload size (from 10 to

100 bytes). Observe that in this case the ±σ limits are not plotted be-

cause the latencies values are mostly deterministic. In fact, in TinyOS the

first random access delay is already included in δS. As a consequence, an

initial value of BE larger than 0 is unnecessary and X0B=0. The differ-

ence between the measurement results shown in Fig. 3.14 and the com-

munication latencies estimated using (3.17) is approximately constant and

equal to 47 µs, most probably because of the differences between TinyOS

communication stack and that described in the standard IEEE 802.15.4.

Nevertheless, such deviations are two order of magnitude smaller than the

measured δL values, i.e. quite small.

3.2.4 Total Communication Delay

Communication Delay as a Function of Packet Length

One-hop communication latencies between two TelosB nodes have been

measured for different payload sizes ranging from 10 to 100 bytes under

negligible traffic conditions (i.e. when the random traffic generator is off).
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Figure 3.15: Mean values of 100 one-hop communication latencies between two TelosB

nodes. The delay is plotted as a function of the payload size in negligible traffic conditions.

Due to additional bytes added at the MAC and physical layers, the whole

packet length is longer. One hundred measurements have been repeated

for each packet size to evaluate the effect of random contributions. The

mean δC and standard deviation values σC of the measurement results are

shown in Fig. 3.15 and 3.16, respectively, as functions of the payload size.

Notice that the average communication delay increases almost linearly. In

general, the slope of δC represents the average time to transfer 1 byte of

data between two nodes. Notice that also in negligible traffic conditions the

standard deviation of the communication latency may be quite large (in

the order of some ms), but it does not depend on the packet payload size.

In fact, this random behavior follows approximately a uniform distribution

and it is due to the initial channel access delay.

Communication Latency as a Function of Different Traffic Conditions

The communication latencies between two TelosB modules have been mea-

sured in different network traffic conditions, after setting the payload size
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Figure 3.16: Standard deviation values of 100 one-hop communication latencies between

two TelosB nodes (as a function of the payload size in negligible traffic conditions).

equal to 10 bytes. The experimental setup is the same as in the first set

of experiments, but in this case the random traffic generator is on. The

goal of the traffic generator here is to create radio traffic conditions sim-

ilar to those in real wireless sensor networks containing a large number

of nodes. Thus, in this set of experiments, whenever the sender tries to

send its packet to the receiver, the communication time is affected by the

network traffic. The traffic generated in our experiments is based on the

model described in [33], where it is assumed that each node in the network

transmits a radio packet during a time interval which is small compared to

the time interval between successive transmissions. Moreover, by assuming

that the packet inter-arrival times are exponentially distributed, the num-

ber of packets circulating in the network will follow a Poisson distribution

(in the following referred to as Poisson traffic for brevity). The Poisson

traffic is characterized by the mean offered traffic rate G representing the

average number of packets arriving during one packet transmission inter-

val. The abovementioned traffic representation was used by researchers to
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Figure 3.17: Flowchart of the application running on the traffic generator.

model delay distributions in networks based on a CSMA/CA access mecha-

nism. In particular, the offered traffic rate G is related to the mean value β

of the exponential inter-arrival time distribution with a probability density

function f(t) = 1
β
e−

t
β for t≥0 by the following expression [76]:

G =
τ

β
(3.18)

where τ is the given transmission time of a single packet. According to [33],

G corresponds to all packets which nodes try to transmit (including re-

transmissions) and the actual channel traffic is only a part of that overall

number of packets. For our experiments we simplify this and assume that

the actual network traffic is a Poisson traffic with a mean rate G. Start-

ing from these assumptions, the traffic generator has been programmed to

generate an exponentially distributed random sequence of packets, while

the packet transmission between the sending and the receiving node oc-

curs periodically once per second. The random intervals are generated by

a routine updating the timer of the traffic generator. In this way, when

the timer overflows, the corresponding timer interrupt service routine at

first performs some radio sending commands, then it generates the next
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Figure 3.18: Normalized histogram example resulting from 2000 values produced by the

traffic generator when G=0.46.

time interval to be loaded into the timer for the subsequent transmission.

The flowchart of the application running on the traffic generator is shown

in Fig. 3.17. Two thousand consecutive values actually produced by the

traffic generator after setting G=0.46 have been read from the node mem-

ory to verify the exponential nature of their distribution. Notice that the

normalized histogram based on the collected values shown in Fig. 3.18 ex-

hibits quite a good exponential behavior.

Naturally, an increment in traffic should significantly reduce the proba-

bility of achieving a successful transmission. In the performed experiments,

the sender is able to retransmit each packet up to 6 times in case of col-

lision and the receiving node replies with acknowledgment packet, when a

packet is successfully received. This mechanism greatly improves the data

transfer reliability, but it contributes (together with the CSMA/CA algo-

rithm adopted on the TelosB nodes) to the communication delay increase

when the network traffic grows. It is important to note that the CSMA/CA

mechanism has been switched off in the traffic generator in order to disable
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Figure 3.19: Average values of 100 one-hop communication latencies between two TelosB

nodes, as a function of various values of the offered traffic parameter G on a logarithmic

scale.

any retransmission attempts that could alter the required Poisson traffic

behavior. In fact, the data produced by the traffic generator are assumed

to emulate already the cumulative effect of the packet transmissions and

retransmissions occurring in a possible large network. Thus, no additional

random delays should be added to the exponentially distributed time in-

tervals.

In order to evaluate the effect of different amounts of traffic, the av-

erage communication latencies and the corresponding standard deviation

values estimated over 100 measurement results are plotted in Fig. 3.19 and

Fig. 3.20, respectively, for different values of G (namely for G = 0.001,

0.0021, 0.0046, 0.01, 0.021, 0.046, 0.1, 0.21, 0.46, 1.0). Fig. 3.19 highlights

the growth of the average communication latency as a function of the of-

fered traffic. Observe that also the standard deviation increases at a similar

rate when the channel is congested (occasionally, communication delays ex-

ceed 90 ms for G = 1.0) due to the overall larger number of retransmission

attempts.
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Figure 3.20: Standard deviations values estimated over 100 one-hop communication la-

tencies between two TelosB nodes, as a function of various values of the offered traffic

parameter G on a logarithmic scale.

Communication Latency in Multi-hop Links

In the third set of experiments the communication latencies between two

TelosB nodes have been measured for different number of hops under negli-

gible traffic conditions (i.e., when the traffic generator is off), after setting

the payload size equal to 10 bytes. The experimental setup is the same as

in the experiments described above, but in this case the sender communi-

cates with the receiver through a variable number of intermediate “bridge”

modules (ranging from 1 to 9). In this set of experiments, whenever a radio

packet is received by an intermediate node, it is immediately forwarded to

the closest nearby node. Therefore, the total communication latency is the

time interval between the rising edge of the pulse generated by the sender

(as described in subection 3.2.1) and the rising edge of the corresponding

pulse produced by the final receiver.

In Figures 3.21 and 3.22 the average communication latency and

the respective standard deviation values estimated over 100 measurement
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Figure 3.21: Mean values estimated over 100 communication latencies between two TelosB

nodes for different numbers of hops in negligible traffic conditions (G ≈0).
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Figure 3.22: Standard deviations estimated over 100 communication latencies between

two TelosB nodes for different numbers of hops in negligible traffic conditions (G ≈0).

results are shown as a function of the number of hops in negligible traffic

conditions (i.e., for G ≈0). Notice that the average communication latency

is still in the order of several ms and it grows linearly, whereas the stan-

dard deviation pattern exhibits roughly a square root trend. Furthermore,
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Figure 3.23: Normalized histogram of one-hop communication latencies estimated over

100 measured values.

Figure 3.24: Normalized histogram of ten-hop communication latencies estimated over

100 measured values.

while single-hop communication latencies (in accordance with what stated

in Subsection 3.2.2) are approximately uniformly distributed as shown in

the normalized histogram in Fig. 3.23, in case of multiple hops the distri-

bution tends to become Gaussian. This is clearly visible in the normalized
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histogram shown in Fig. 3.24 in the 10-hops case. Such results confirm

that, if all WSN nodes are nominally identical, also the various single-hop

communication latencies can be assumed to be independent and identi-

cally distributed. This agrees with the central limit theorem (CLT), and

the mean value and variance of the resulting Gaussian distribution increase

linearly with the number of hops.

3.3 Summary

Modeling of time uncertainty contributions in WSN is essential to assess

and compare the performance of different synchronization approaches. In

this chapter the results of several experiments aimed at estimating such

contributions are reported and analyzed. The obtained results provide

an interesting quantitative information to determine the maximum timing

constraints that can be achieved in time synchronization methods for WSN

modules. According to these results, the constant frequency deviation (due

to manufacturing imprecisions and temperature offset) is by far the main

source of uncertainty affecting time measurements in stable environmental

conditions. However, the frequency deviation may vary significantly as a

result of changing conditions such as temperature. Also, the uncertainty

associated to the time transfer process depends considerably on the net-

work traffic conditions as well as on the size of the transmitted packet and

the number of hops. Since the time estimation uncertainty as well as its

change in time is caused by multiple factors, time synchronization algo-

rithms should be able to adapt to those factors and maintain the required

time synchronization accuracy at the expense of the minimum energy. Such

an algorithm is described in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Adaptive Time Synchronization in

WSN

4.1 Benefits of Adaptive Time Synchronization

Because of multiple factors, the clock readings of wireless sensors always

drift apart and a certain synchronization procedure must be performed pe-

riodically in order to keep the corresponding time uncertainty within limits.

The problem of minimizing the number of periodic synchronization events

is a critical issue for low-cost WSN nodes provided with limited energy,

memory and computational resources. In fact, each synchronization event

in WSN involves active operation of node microcontrollers, which execute

instructions related to the reading and processing of time values, and radio

modules, which transmit and receive packets containing time values. Con-

sequently, the more frequently the synchronization is performed, the more

energy it takes.

If a WSN node uses time values received from other nodes simply to

renew the information about their clock offsets with respect to its own

clock, the synchronization procedure must be repeated rather frequently

to keep time uncertainty within limits. Alternatively, the offsets of clock

readings can be accurately predicted thus making frequent synchronization
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unnecessary and saving energy as well [38]. Indeed, in the previous chapter

it has been shown that the uncertainty associated with time measurements

performed by wireless sensors is approximately a linear function of time

under stable environmental conditions (see section 3.1). In this case the

differences in clock readings of WSN nodes grow linearly, and if the rate

of this growth is found in some way, it can be used to estimate accurately

the corresponding clock readings between any two consecutive synchro-

nizations. However, this involves more complex computations (most likely,

several floating point operations) and a larger number of radio transmis-

sions giving more data, which may be necessary to use some statistical

methods. Besides, it is evident that in actual applications of wireless sen-

sors, the ambient conditions often may change rapidly [73, 50, 19], which

results in a significant instability of the resonator frequencies and, as a

result, a significant change in the clock drift rate. In fact, the experi-

ments with heated WSN nodes described in Section 3.1 prove it. Thus, in

changing environmental conditions the synchronization accuracy degrades

and therefore, the energy-consuming clock drift estimation is not justified,

since a simpler synchronization procedure may perform better, providing

the same accuracy at a lower cost in terms of energy. Generally, the time

synchronization must be performed more frequently under unstable am-

bient conditions in order to maintain the desired accuracy. On the other

hand, if the environmental conditions are stable, it is reasonable to per-

form synchronization infrequently to save energy. These properties can be

supported by adaptive synchronization schemes, which react properly to

ambient effects in order to keep the time uncertainty within limits while

spending the minimum energy on it.

In this chapter, a flexible adaptive strategy to perform periodic synchro-

nizations on the basis of both target accuracy and in-tolerance probability

is described. The proposed algorithm relies on the so-called Simple Re-
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sponse Method (SRM) originally conceived to adjust the calibration inter-

vals of a generic measurement instrument according to the result of the last

calibration [46]. In fact, the synchronization process can be regarded as a

special case of calibration, and the SRM has already proved to be effective

in estimating the best calibration interval of primary time references [40].

The main aim of the proposed algorithm is not to attain the best possible

accuracy of time synchronization, but to investigate the advantages of an

adaptive approach focused on achieving a suitable trade-off between the

target accuracy and energy efficiency.

4.2 The synchronization algorithm

4.2.1 Steps of The Algorithm

The main steps of the proposed algorithm will be orderly presented starting

from the two following basic hypotheses:

1. The considered WSN is a cluster consisting of a known number of

nodes. This means that each node can be reached by any other node

within a single hop. Since a group of nodes can be also regarded as

a sub-network of a larger WSN based on a clustered topology [4], the

extension to the multi-hop case is easy, as it will be discussed later in

this section.

2. The term “synchronization” used in the following is to be intended

as compensation of the differences in clock readings of WSN nodes,

without using any external time reference.

As far as the notation is concerned, in the rest of this chapter the following

symbols will be used:

• N - number of cluster nodes;
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.1: Main stages of the synchronization algorithm: broadcast of synchronization

packet (a), broadcast of reference packet (b), collection and processing of acknowledgments

(c).

• εtar - target synchronization error;

• Ptar - target End-of-Period (EOP) in-tolerance probability, namely

minimum wanted probability of using an in-tolerance clock when a

new synchronization is executed;

• k - index (starting from 1) representing the current synchronization

cycle;

• Tk - duration of the kth synchronization interval;
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• T0 - initial duration of synchronization interval;

• δk - estimate of the average latency between the transmission and

reception timestamps of a packet transferred between two WSN nodes

during the kth synchronization cycle;

• s (starting from 0) - identification number (ID) of the synchronization master

(SM) of the network in the current synchronization cycle;

• r (starting from 1) - ID of the reference master (RM) of the network

in the current synchronization cycle;

• SPRi (for i=0,...,N -1) - binary variable that should be set to 1 when-

ever the synchronization packet (SP) (described in the following) is

correctly received by the ith node;

• RPRi (for i=0,...,N -1): binary variable that should be set to 1 when-

ever the reference packet (RP) (described in the following) is correctly

received by the ith node;

• pi (for i=0,...,N -1): binary variable to be set to 1 if the time difference

between the ith node and the RM lies within the synchronization

tolerance boundaries ±εtar.

The three main phases of the proposed algorithm during a generic iteration

are sketched in Fig. 4.1. In the first stage, shown in Fig. 4.1(a), the SM of

broadcasts a synchronization packet (SP) containing:

• The values of s and r;

• The kth time interval duration Tk, after which all nodes have to per-

form a new synchronization;

• The previously computed time value δk−1;
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• The value of the time-stamp tSP that is attached to the SP at the

MAC layer just before transmission.

When the other N -1 nodes of the WSN receive SP, they also time-stamp

the incoming packet at the MAC layer. Such time-stamp values ti (i.e.,

with ID i 6= s), will be used in the third stage of the algorithm (see later)

to evaluate the synchronization status of the WSN nodes according to a

receiver-receiver policy [17]. Upon a successful reception of the SP packet,

each node will also set to 1 the corresponding local variable SPRi. In the

second stage of the algorithm, shown in Fig. 4.1(b), the RM updates the

estimate of the average latency δk by means of the following expression:

δk =
1

k
[(k − 1)δk−1 + (tr − tSP )] k ≥ 1 (4.1)

where δ0=0 and tr is the SP reception time-stamp maid by the RM. Even

if the estimator (4.1) is approximate, it is easy to implement and quite fast

from the computational point of view. In fact, in order to avoid overflow

problems and to simplify calculations, the k values in (4.1) could be re-

placed by suitable powers of 2 within a limited range. After computing δk,

the RM broadcasts a reference packet (RP) containing:

• The values of s and r;

• The interval duration Tk;

• The new value of δk ;

• The local variable SPRr associated to the RM;

• The SP reception time-stamp tr ;

• The value of the transmission time-stamp tRP applied to the RP.

All nodes receiving the RP adjust their clocks to tRP+δk and set the cor-

responding RPRi variable to 1. In the third step of the algorithm, shown
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in Fig. 4.1(c), each node of the WSN (except the RM) checks if both the

received value of SPRr and the local variable SPRi are equal to 1. If this

condition is true, this means that the SP was correctly received by both

the ith node and the RM. Thus, the value of the binary variable pi is given

by:

pi =

{

1 |ti − tr| ≤ εtar

0 |ti − tr| > εtar
i 6= r (4.2)

In order to find pi, SM can compute the difference of tSP + δk and tr (since

SM does not receive its own packet and cannot time-stamp it). If either

SPRr or SPRi is equal to 0, the SP was not properly received by (at least)

one of the nodes and the value of pi can be set randomly to 0 or 1, because

there is no information to perform any synchronization comparison. Then,

the variable pi (for i 6= r) is included into an acknowledgment packet (AP)

that is broadcasted by the ith device to all the others after a preset amount

of time. Of course, in order to avoid possible collisions over the wireless

channel, the waiting time of the various nodes before transmission must be

different (e.g. it can be proportional to the node ID number i). Note that,

together with pi, the AP message contains also:

• The values of s and r;

• The interval duration Tk;

• The value of δk ;

• The local variables SPRi and RPRi;

• The SP reception time-stamp ti;

• The AP transmission time-stamp tAPi.

By collecting the various APs, all nodes are informed about the overall

synchronization status of the network. Depending on the values of the
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received variables SPRi (for i 6= s) and RPRi (for i 6= r), various alter-

native situations are possible. Normally (i.e. if both SPRi and RPRi

are equal to 1) the synchronization procedure is performed correctly and

the EOP in-tolerance probability before running the kth synchronization

results from:

Pk =

N
∑

i=1,i6=r

pi

N − 1
(4.3)

Accordingly, the duration of the following synchronization interval is set on

the basis of the comparison between Pk and the target EOP in-tolerance

probability Ptar, i.e. [46]

Tk+1 =

{

Tk(1 + a) Pk ≥ Ptar

Tk(1− b) Pk < Ptar

i 6= r (4.4)

where the parameters a > 0 and 0 < b < 1 rely either on engineering expe-

rience or on suitable reliability models, in accordance with the definition

of SRM. In particular, it is known that the SRM parameters are related

to the asymptotic EOP in-tolerance probability through the following ap-

proximate expression [40]:

lim
k→∞

Pk =
log(1− b)

log( 1−b
1+a

)
(4.5)

Notice that if b and Ptar are given, the value of a can be univocally derived

from (4.5), assuming that Ptar = lim
k→∞

Pk.

If some RPRi value is equal to 1, but all SPRi values are 0, some syn-

chronization events occurred, but the SM did not work properly. Thus, the

timestamps ti necessary to check the synchronization status of the network

were not collected. In this case, the most reasonable approach is to leave

Tk unchanged (i.e. Tk+1 = Tk) and to perform a new synchronization after

Tk. On the contrary, if all RPRi values are equal to 0, no synchronizations

occurred due to some problems of the RM. In this case the value of the
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synchronization interval Tk is still kept, but a new synchronization cycle

starts as soon as possible (e.g. after 1 s) using a different RM. After the

end of the third stage, each node i that did not receive the RP (i.e., having

RPRi=0) may use the time-stamp of the last received AP from any other

node j with RPRj=1 to adjust its own clock to tAPj + δk. Afterwards,

all nodes have to reset their local variables SPRi, RPRi and pi and to set

the variables s and r (identifying the roles of SM and RM for the next

iteration) to r and (r + 1) mod N , respectively. Eventually, all nodes are

free to perform their normal monitoring activities or to enter a low-power

mode until the next synchronization interval expires. As stated at the be-

ginning of this subsection, the proposed procedure can be extended also

to more complicated clustered topologies. In fact, each cluster of nodes

can self-synchronize autonomously using the procedure described above,

whereas adjacent clusters can be synchronized thanks to the clocks of the

cluster-head nodes servicing as a bridge between clusters, when cluster-

heads operate as RM.

4.2.2 Fault Condition Management

The continuous adjustment policy of the synchronization intervals requires

that all the messages are correctly received by all nodes. This is a quite

hard assumption. However, even if some node is faulty or temporarily out-

of-range, the whole procedure keeps on working. Assume that, at a certain

point of time, SM fails, but RM works properly. In this case, all available

nodes are synchronized by RM and the interval adjustment policy is just

temporarily suspended in the current cycle. Conversely, if RM fails but SM

works, a new synchronization cycle restarts using another RM. Finally, if

both SM and RM fail at the same time, the whole network must rejoin:

in this case the first successful synchronization will occur after two subse-

quent failed synchronization cycles.
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Notice that all the packet types described above (i.e. SP, RP and AP)

generally contain redundant data. This is done to improve the depend-

ability of the network, i.e. to maximize the probability that all the WSN

nodes retain the same information also if some packets are lost.

A further critical problem affecting the proposed algorithm is that if the

chosen value of εtar is too stringent compared to the real clock stability, the

Tk values could converge to 0, thus making the number of synchronization

events unrealistically large. In order to address this issue, the minimum

duration of the synchronization intervals is set equal to 1 s, which is a

sensible lower bound in real applications. In this way, even if excessively

stringent εtar boundaries are not met, at least the whole procedure keeps

on working according to a best-effort policy.

4.3 Experimental Results

The adaptive synchronization algorithm described in Section 4.2 was im-

plemented on some TelosB and Tmote Sky nodes using the low-level prim-

itives of the well-known operating system TinyOS [26]. The experimental

setup used to run the tests is quite simple: N=10 identical nodes were pro-

grammed to work autonomously for a given amount of time during which

the nodes were synchronized to the changing RM. All synchronization mes-

sages were collected by a receiving node acting as a sniffer connected to

a PC. Fig. 4.2(a) shows two sequences of Tk values as a function of the

synchronization number for εtar= 0.5 ms, Ptar=95%, b=0.33 (the value of

a instead results from (4.5)) and T0=4 s (dashed-dotted line) or T0=60 s

(solid lines), respectively. The Tk values tend to be distributed around

12.6 s (dashed line) according to a lognormal probability density func-

tion. Such lognormal behavior is confirmed by the histogram shown in

Fig. 4.2(b) for T0=60 s and it is in good accordance with the experimental
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Figure 4.2: Sequence (a) and histogram (b) of the synchronization interval values Tk

collected after 1 hour using N=10 TelosB and Tmote Sky nodes for Ptar=95%, εtar=0.5

ms and b=0.33. The solid line in (a) and the histogram in (b) refer to the case when

T0=60 s, whereas the dashed-dotted line in (a) results from T0=4 s.
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results about the calibration of Cesium atomic clocks [40].

In Fig. 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) the offsets between the time provided by

the SM and the time measured by any other node of the WSN just before

performing a synchronization are compared with the tolerance boundaries

±εtar. Fig. 4.3(a) shows the box-and-whiskers diagram of the time offsets

of the various WSN nodes (i.e. for i=0,...,9). Box-and-whiskers diagrams

are particularly useful to display the degree of dispersion and the skewness

in the data and to identify outliers without making any hypotheses of the

underlying statistical distribution. The spacing between the different parts

of the “box” refer to the lower quartile, the median, and the upper quartile

values. The “whiskers” extending from the lower and upper sides of the

boxes show the range of the rest of the data. Outliers are highlighted as

crosses.

In Fig. 4.3(b) the upper and lower limits of the confidence intervals

containing the time offsets with probability equal to 95% are plotted as

a function of the synchronization number. Notice that both upper and

lower time offset patterns exhibit roughly a sawtooth behavior with a pe-

riod equal to the number of nodes (i.e. N=10). This is due to the lack of

any clock rate drift compensation in the current version of the algorithm.

Nevertheless, except for few outliers, the tolerance limits are generally met.

Notice that the values of δk are not shown because in our experiments they

converge to 0. In fact, when MAC-layer time-stamping is used, the differ-

ence between sending and receving time-stamps is in the order of some µs

(see subsection 2.5.4), i.e. much smaller than the resolution of the timers

employed (i.e. about 30.5 µs).

In order to test the operation of the proposed procedure in different

environmental conditions, the previous experiment was repeated several

times. In one of them, two different nodes were exposed to the flow of the

heated air, similarly as described in Subsection 3.1.2. The sequence of Tk
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Figure 4.3: In (a) the box-and-whiskers plot of the time offsets of 10 TelosB/Tmote Sky

nodes just before each synchronization is shown. In (b) the 95% confidence interval of the

same time offsets is plotted as a function of the synchronization number. Both graphs

result from 1 hour of operation of the WSN after setting T0=60 s, Ptar=95%, εtar=0.5 ms

and b=0.33.
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Figure 4.4: Sequence of synchronization interval values collected over 1 hour when two

different nodes are heated. The parameters of the experiment are the same as before, i.e.

Ptar=95%, T0=60 s, εtar=0.5 ms and b=0.33.

values related to this experiment is shown in Fig. 4.4. Observe that, when

the temperature difference between nodes becomes larger, the duration

of the synchronization intervals tends to decrease, which is in accordance

with the experimental results reported in Subsection 3.1.2. In fact, the

temperature increase causes the change of the oscillator frequency, and the

clock offsets of the nodes grow. Therefore, more nodes report pi=0, and

new synchronization intervals computed by (4.4) are shorter. As a conse-

quence, the total number of synchronization events over 1 hour increases.

Further experimental results for various target synchronization errors

εtar (0.15 ms, 0.5 ms, 1 ms and 2 ms) are reported in Table 4.1 for Ptar=90%,

b=0.33 and T0=60 s. These results highlight clearly that both the average

and the standard deviation of the synchronization intervals grow consid-

erably if a larger εtar is chosen. Thus, the value of εtar (i.e. the target
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Table 4.1: Estimated average and standard deviation values of the synchronization inter-

vals collected during 1 hour of operation of the WSN for Ptar=90%, b=0.33, T0=60 s and

different values of εtar. The average EOP in-tolerance probabilities are also reported in

the rightmost column.

εtar [ms] Number of

synchronization

events K

Average syn-

chronization

interval [s]

Std. deviation

of synchroniza-

tion interval [s]

Average EOP

in-tolerance

probability [%]

0.15 851 3.9 1.8 98

0.5 280 12.6 2.6 98

1 132 27.0 4.9 98

2 69 52.0 7.1 99

accuracy) can be traded for the overall power consumption, as desired. In

fact, the number of synchronization events over 1 hour is reduced approx-

imately by a factor 12 if εtar grows from 0.15 ms to 2 ms. Notice also

that the estimated average EOP in-tolerance probabilities (shown in the

rightmost column of Table 4.1) are a bit larger than the target value Ptar.

This is due to the fact that (4.5) relies on the assumption of exponentially

or Weibull-distributed reliability models [40], which does not hold in the

case considered.

In order to prove the energy saving capabilities of the developed

synchronization algorithm, additional experiments were performed using

a small wireless network composed of 5 TelosB motes. A sixth wireless

node acted as a sniffer, as in the experiment described above. In these

experiments, the nodes deactivated their radios between synchronization

events to save energy. The power measurements were performed using two

digital multimeters Agilent 34411A, one used as a voltmeter and the other

as an amperometer, as shown in Fig. 4.5. With this setup we repeated four

experiments after setting εtar = 0.15, 0.5, 1 and 2 ms, respectively. 1000
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Figure 4.5: Experimental setup to measure the power consumption of WSN nodes running

the developed adaptive algorithm.

Table 4.2: Average current drain, supply voltage and power consumption over 1000 mea-

surements for different values of εtar.

εtar [ms] Ī [µA] V̄ [V] P̄ [mW]

0.15 342 2.8305 0.97

0.5 96 2.8317 0.27

1 54 2.8302 0.15

2 24 2.8275 0.07

simultaneous current and voltage measurements were collected in each ex-

periment for Ptar=95%, b=0.33 and T0=60 s. The integration time of both

multimiters was set to 100 power line cycles (i.e. 2 s) in order to obtain

the maximum instrument resolution and to reject the normal mode noise.

The average power consumption P̄ was calculated as a product of the av-

erage current Ī and the average supply voltage V̄ measured during the

algorithm operation. The corresponding values are reported in Tab. 4.2.

These results emphasise that our adaptive synchronization policy actually

saves power of WSN nodes.
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4.4 Summary

This chapter examines the advantages of adaptive time synchronization

and presents an algorithm aimed at achieving the target synchronization

accuracy at the minimum cost in terms of the number of synchronization

events. Several experimental results show that the algorithm converges. In

fact, after a transient phase, the synchronization intervals tend to exhibit

a lognormal distribution around the optimal value. If no transmission

problem occurs, the probability of keeping nodes synchronized within the

wanted tolerance boundaries is in the order of 99%. Also, the algorithm is

able to withstand deviations of oscillator frequency caused by the change in

temperature, as the experiments showed. The measurements proved that

the algorithm reduces the power consumption of WSN nodes. However,

reducing the cost of synchronization at the expense of synchronization

accuracy does not always have an optimum effect on energy saving, which

is studied in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Energy Efficient Synchronous

Operation of WSN

5.1 Time Synchronization for Monitoring and Com-

munication

As shown in the previous chapter, the frequency of synchronization events

can be reduced to the minimum possible, while the target synchronization

accuracy is achieved with a high probability. In this way significant energy

savings can be achieved, resulting in longer lifetime of WSN. However time

synchronization itself can help to save energy in WSN, and these energy

savings may outweigh the cost of synchronization in terms of energy.

Whenever a wireless sensor node is not required to perform continuous

sensing, communication or processing operations, all unused node compo-

nents (e.g. sensors, radio modules or microcontrollers) could be switched

off in order to save energy [27, 60, 11, 54, 25]. In particular, as the ra-

dio module is usually the most power–hungry component of a WSN node,

reducing its duty cycle as well as the amount of transferred data can signif-

icantly prolong the battery life. Also, the energy spent by sensors may be

sometimes comparable to or even more than the energy spent by radio mod-

ules [7]. If sensors and radio modules operate in a coordinated way, their
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activation and deactivation must be also coordinated. Indeed, when aWSN

performs network-wide measurement of a certain quantity, the sensors of

the nodes must be already switched on at the moment when simultaneous

measurements have to be taken. The same applies to the radio modules of

the communicating nodes when they need to exchange the measurement

results. Obviously, this synchronous monitoring and communication re-

quire time synchronization between network nodes. When the frequency

of synchronization events decreases, the energy cost of synchronization–

related activities also diminishes, but the corresponding time uncertainty

grows. As a result, the time intervals in which the radio modules and sen-

sors must be fully operational have to be extended in order to include the

worst-case time uncertainty and to assure reliable inter–node communica-

tions and simultaneous measurements. Of course, this extension in turn

causes an increment in power consumption. Therefore, there is a need for a

trade-off between energy savings and energy consumption associated with

time synchronization. In this chapter, a way to achieve such a trade-off is

investigated.

5.2 Model

5.2.1 Assumptions and qualitative description

The model described in this section relies on some basic assumptions that

are shortly summarized in the following:

• The WSN consists of N nodes with the same hardware and software

features;

• The network has a cluster–tree topology as shown in Fig. 5.1. This

topology includes the star and the linear topologies as special cases.
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Figure 5.1: WSN topology. The root of the tree (WSN coordinator) gathers the data

collected by all the other nodes and broadcasts the synchronization beacons, which are

spread throughout the network.

Indeed, they are probably the most used topologies in industrial ap-

plications.

• The distance between nodes is in the order of at most 10 m, which

requires a small transmission power;

• each node executes M distinct monitoring tasks of period Tm (with

m = 1, . . . ,M) and one synchronization task of period Ts;

• The duty cycle of each node, namely the ratio between the time during

which a node is running any task over the least common multiple of

the time periods of all tasks is much smaller than 1. This is reasonable

in low-power WSNs and assures that task scheduling is always feasible.

• The power consumption of each node in the receiving and transmitting

states are approximately the same, in agreement with what reported
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in [10].

All nodes are normally in low–power mode and should wake up just to

run either monitoring tasks or the synchronization task. In the proposed

model, the sensor data flow and the synchronization packet flow within the

network are opposite as the WSN coordinator (namely the root of the tree)

is both the device collecting all sensed data (e.g., before sending them to

a PC or to a gateway node) and the Synchronization Master (SM) of the

network. When a monitoring task is executed, every WSN node does the

following actions:

1. it performs one or multiple measurements and collects the correspond-

ing sensor data;

2. it switches on the radio module;

3. it transmits one packet containing its own data to its parent node;

4. it receives all messages from all child nodes possibly acknowledging

each received packet;

5. it relays such messages to the parent node and waits for the corre-

sponding acknowledgment packets (if enabled) or until a predefined

time–out interval expires;

6. it enters into sleep mode again.

Notice that the amount of transferred data as well as the duration of the

whole task tends to grow at least linearly with the number of descendants.

In fact, if Λi is the subtree rooted in node i (as shown in Fig. 5.1) and Li

is the number of elements of Λi, then node i receives Li − 1 data packets

and transmits Li data packets, respectively, with Li ranging from 1 (leaves

of the tree) to N (WSN coordinator). Of course, the total task duration

also greatly depends on the channel access mechanism.
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Figure 5.2: Qualitative power consumption waveform of node i in ideal conditions.

The case of the synchronization task is quite different. In fact, time syn-

chronization is initiated by the WSN coordinator and it is further prop-

agated throughout the network. Each node synchronizes its children by

broadcasting timestamped beacons that are used to correct the children’s

clocks. If the beacons are timestamped at the MAC layer, no round–trip

delay estimation is required, since in short–range WSNs the packet prop-

agation time is negligible compared to clock period (see subsection 2.5.4).

This greatly simplifies the synchronization process because broadcasted

packets usually are not acknowledged. Thus, anytime a synchronization

task is executed, every WSN has to:

1. switch on the radio module;

2. wait for the synchronization beacon from the parent;

3. correct the local clock;

4. broadcast a new beacon containing the new corrected value;

5. enter into sleep mode again.

A qualitative waveform representing the power dissipated by a generic node

i (with i = 1, . . . , N) according to the proposed model is shown in Fig. 5.2,

where:
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• p0 is the power consumption when the radio module is off;

• pam (withm = 1, . . . ,M) is the average power consumption associated

with the sensor data acquisition process during the m−th monitoring

task;

• dam (with m = 1, . . . ,M) is the corresponding sensor data acquisition

time;

• don is the start–up time of the transceiver [72];

• pon is the power dissipated to switch on the radio module;

• pm (with m = 1, . . . ,M) is the equivalent average power dissipated by

each node to receive, to relay and to transmit the sensor data collected

during the m−th monitoring task;

• dmi
(with m = 1, . . . ,M) is the time spent by node i to complete the

m−th monitoring task;

• ps is the equivalent average power dissipated by each node to run the

synchronization procedure and to transmit its own synchronization

beacon to nearby devices;

• dsi is the total execution time of the synchronization task on node i.

All the power coefficients as well as the time parameters dam for m =

1, . . . ,M and don can be regarded as constants because they just depend

on the hardware features of the WSN nodes as well as on the type of

sensors used in the m−th monitoring task. On the other hand, the terms

dmi
and dsi are random variables which depend on the channel access

scheme, the packet size, the hierarchy of node i in the network as well

as the type of retransmission policy in case of unsuccessful transmission

attempts. Defining a general expression for dmi
and dsi is not possible
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without more precise assumptions about the communication scheme. We

assume that CSMA/CA is used, however, the analysis described above is

absolutely general and holds even if other access techniques are used (e.g.

TDMA). Also, in general both dmi
and dsi have to be limited in practice.

In fact, in order to prevent possible deadlocks, any task should be stopped

after a given time–out interval expires. Such time–out intervals d̂mi
and

d̂s must be much larger than the time spent by node i to receive and

to transmit the data packets or the synchronization beacons. However,

while d̂mi
in principle depends on the position of the node in the tree, i.e.

on the amount of incoming and outgoing traffic, d̂s is independent of the

hierarchy because one single synchronization beacon has to be received and

broadcasted.

5.2.2 Effects of Time Uncertainty

WSN clocks tend to drift away from one another, because oscillator fre-

quency may change over time due to various factors, as described in previ-

ous chapters (see sections 3.1 and 4.1). Thus, the clock offsets of the WSN

nodes with respect to the ideal time after Ts (i.e. just before performing

a new synchronization) can be regarded as zero–mean independent and

identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables εn ∈ [−εmax, εmax]. There-

fore, the absolute value of the maximum time offset between any pair of

network nodes is 2εmax, which may have critical consequences on both com-

munication reliability and power consumption if we assume that all nodes,

normally in sleep mode, just wake up occasionally. In order to clarify this

point, let us consider the link between nodes i and j shown in Fig. 5.1,

where node j is programmed to transfer both local and relayed data to

node i, while node i sends a synchronization beacon to node j. Without

loss of generality, let us analyze the two following worst-case scenarios, i.e.
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• when the clock of node i is in advance by 2εmax with respect to node

j;

• when the clock of node i is late by 2εmax with respect to node j.

The qualitative power waveforms of node i and node j in either case are

shown in Fig. 5.3(a) and Fig. 5.3(b), respectively. In the former case,

the time interval in which node i is fully powered (i.e., ready to receive)

is 2εmax longer than expected. Also, node j misses the synchronization

beacon (black rectangle), because it wakes up too late. Therefore, node j

must wait for some other synchronization beacon or till the time interval

d̂s expires.

In the case shown in Fig. 5.3(b) we have the opposite situation. Indeed,

the data packet sent by node j is lost because at that time node i is still in

sleep mode. Consequently, in order not to miss information, node j should

retransmit the same sensor data again, thus wasting energy. However, the

synchronization beacon sent by node i is received correctly by node j and

dsj is longer by 2εmax compared with the ideal case. If we generalize the

considerations above, the two following properties hold.

1. In order to avoid possible communication failures, either the sending

node has to postpone any data transmission by 2εmax or the receiving

node has to wake up 2εmax before the scheduled time. For simplicity,

only the latter case will be analyzed in the following.

2. The data reception is actually delayed if the sender clock is slower

than the receiver clock. This delay is equal to the corresponding clock

offset, whose absolute value in the worst case is 2εmax.

If we assume that the clocks of different nodes do not drift away signifi-

cantly during task execution, and we apply the two properties mentioned

above, the maximum duration of the m−th monitoring task running on

node i = 1, . . . , N is
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: Power waveforms of two nodes in the case of 1–hop link. In (a) node i

is in advance by 2εmax with respect to node j. In (b) the opposite situation is shown.

Shadowed areas represent the time intervals when data packets or synchronization beacons

are transferred. The black rectangles highlight the lost packets. The white gaps between

shadowed areas represent the time spent to access the channel. Time offset are purposely

exaggerated for illustration purposes.
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d′mi
= αiεmax + d̂mi

(5.1)

where d̂mi
is an upper bound of dmi

(the time spent by node i to complete

the m−th monitoring task), and the coefficient αi is defined as

αi =

{

0 if Li = 1

4 otherwise
(5.2)

In fact, the leaf nodes of the WSN (i.e., those with Li = 1) do not receive

any packet from any other device. Similarly, the maximum duration of the

synchronization task running on node i = 1, . . . , N is

d′si = βiεmax + d̂si (5.3)

where d̂si is an upper bound of dsi (the total execution time of the syn-

chronization task on node i), and the coefficient βi is defined as:

βi =

{

0 i = SM

4 i 6= SM
(5.4)

because the SM does not need to receive any synchronization beacon.

5.3 Power Consumption Analysis

The aim of this section is to determine the power consumption of a generic

WSN node, in order to estimate the time interval between subsequent syn-

chronizations which minimizes the energy dissipation of the network. To

this purpose, the problem of task overlap must be preliminarily consid-

ered. Two or more instances of different tasks may overlap, i.e. one task

instance may be scheduled for the time when an instance of another task

is already running. If first-come-first-served scheduling is employed, the

total execution time is roughly equal to the sum of the individual exe-

cution times of the various tasks. The main difference compared to the
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case of non–overlapping tasks is that the radio module is switched on only

once, instead of two or more times. On the basis of these assumptions,

let T be the least common multiple (LCM) of periods Ts and Tm, with

m = 1, . . . ,M . By definition, the average power dissipated by node i over

T is

P i =
M
∑

m=1

Pmi
+ P si + P 0i − P ovi i = 1, . . . , N (5.5)

where

Pmi
=

donpon + dampam + dmi
pm

Tm

m = 1, . . . ,M (5.6)

is the average power consumption of the m−th monitoring task,

P si =
donpon + dsips

Ts

(5.7)

is the average power dissipated by the synchronization task,

P ovi = ki

donpon

T
(5.8)

represents the random amount of power which is saved if ki task overlaps

occur during T (so that the radio does not need to be turned on) and

P 0i=p0

(

1−
M
∑

m=1

don + dam + dmi

Tm

−don + dsi

Ts

+ ki

don

T

)

(5.9)

is the base power consumption when a node is idle and the radio module

is off. Usually, the overlap term (5.8) is negligible, because don << dsi and

don << dmi
+ dam for m = 1, . . . ,M . Furthermore, the overlap probability

is also negligible if the task duty cycles are much smaller than 1.

Observe that the total average power consumption increases linearly

with dmi
and dsi, whereas it tends to decrease slightly when the number of

overlaps ki grows. As a consequence, if we apply (5.1) and (5.3) to (5.5)

and we assume that no overlap occurs (i.e., ki = 0), we have that the upper
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bound to the average power dissipated by node i over T is

P i = p0+
M
∑

m=1

don(pon−p0) + dam(pam−p0)+(αiεmax+d̂mi
)(pm−p0)

Tm

+
don(pon−p0) + (βiεmax+d̂s)(ps−p0)

Ts

i = 1, . . . , N (5.10)

To a first approximation, εmax = |νmax| ·Ts and νmax is the worst-case clock

drift rate of the WSN. After replacing εmax with |νmax| · Ts in (5.10) and

analysis of the derivative of P i with respect to Ts, it can be easily proved

that (5.10) is minimum for

T ∗
si
=

√

√

√

√

d̂s(ps − p0) + don(pon − p0)

αi|νmax|
∑M

m=1
(pm−p0)

Tm

(5.11)

This expression returns the time interval between subsequent synchroniza-

tions for which, in the worst-case, the energy dissipation of node i is min-

imum. Of course, the expression (5.11) does not assure to minimize the

power consumption in all possible operating conditions because the opti-

mal synchronization interval is a random variable that depends also on

the number of overlapping tasks as well as on the actual duration of the

synchronization procedure. Besides, this expression is not valid for the leaf

nodes (i.e. when αi = 0), because according to (5.10) their average power

consumption does not correlate with εmax when they neither receive sensor

data from any other nodes nor have to delay packet transmissions. More-

over, the power dissipated by the leaf nodes of the network is certainly

smaller than the power dissipated by the other devices (especially the root

which must gather all sensor data). However, given that in practice all

WSN nodes must use a common value of Ts, setting the synchronization

period equal to (5.11) for αi = 4 provides a simple and sensible criterion

to reduce the average energy dissipation of the network. In fact, (5.11) can

be easily computed and applied in real-time and it is very general because
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it is independent of the duration of the monitoring tasks. Furthermore,

even if (5.11) tends to overestimate the optimal synchronization period,

the actual amount of dissipated power tends to increase very little around

the minimum, as it will be shown in Section 5.4.

5.4 Analysis through simulations

In order to validate the analysis described in Section 5.3, in the following

the results of some simulations are reported. The simulator developed in C

to this purpose is able to generate power consumption patterns of different

length and amplitude depending on the hierarchical position of one node

within the network topology. All task operations (including early wake–up

and late switch–off times) are scheduled by a digital timer clocked by a vir-

tual 32.768 kHz XO. The simulator includes the possibility to generate task

overlaps. Tasking is managed by a typical non-preemptive first-in-first-out

scheduler, like in TinyOS. All the parameters of the model, including the

drift rate, the oscillator jitter and the number of tasks, can be arbitrarily

changed by the user. However, in order to enable an easier comparison

of the simulation results in different situations, most parameters of the

model were fixed. For the same reason, the parameter values of multi-

ple monitoring tasks were also assumed to be equal. Most of the time

and power consumption coefficients used for simulations refer to the same

TelosB nodes used for the experiments described in Section 5.5. The val-

ues of such parameters were measured by means of a digital oscilloscope

Agilent DSO7032A and are listed in the Table 5.1.

The coefficients dmi
and dsi have been simulated on the basis of the

model described in Section 3.2, assuming that no acknowledgment packets

are sent by any node in the network. The simulation results described

below refer to four different scenarios. In each of them, only one of the
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Table 5.1: Parameter values used in simulations for m = 1,...,M .

Power coefficients

pon pam pm ps p0

3 mW 1 mW 56 mW 58 mW 3 µW

Time coefficients

don dam dm and ds

3 ms 72 ms simulated using the model

described in Section 3.2
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Figure 5.4: Average power, dissipated by the central node of a 10-node WSN with a star

topology, as a function of Ts for different periods of a single monitoring task, |νmax| = 50

ppm.

parameters of the model was varied in order to evaluate its influence on the

energy dissipation of a single network node. All simulations were repeated

for Ts ranging from 1 s to 120 s. The corresponding average power curves

are plotted in Fig. 5.4–5.7 as a function of Ts. Each point represents the av-

erage power dissipated by one node with a given position in a different WSN
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Figure 5.5: Average power, dissipated by to 4 daisy-chained devices running a single

monitoring task, as a function of Ts, |νmax| = 50 ppm.

after 30 synchronization periods. In fact, with records of such a length, the

simulation time remains within reasonable limits and the width of the 95%

confidence intervals containing the average power is generally smaller than

5% of the estimated values. Fig. 5.4 reports the power dissipated by the

central device of a 10–node star WSN with |νmax| = 50 ppm for different

periods of a single monitoring tasks (i.e., T1 = 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 s). Fig. 5.5

shows the power consumption patterns of N = 4 daisy–chained devices ex-

ecuting just one monitoring task of period T1=1 s, with |νmax| = 50 ppm.

Fig. 5.6 refers to the root node of a binary tree consisting of N = 7 nodes.

Also in this case, all nodes run a single monitoring task of period T1=1 s,

but the effect of different worst–case drift rates is analyzed (i.e., |νmax| =
25, 50, 75, 100 ppm). Finally, in Fig. 5.7 the average power consumption

curves of a node running from 1 to 4 identical monitoring tasks of period

2 s are plotted. In this example, the WSN consists of N = 5 devices and
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Figure 5.6: Average power, dissipated by the root of 7-node WSN running a single mon-

itoring task, as a function of Ts for different maximum clock drift rates.

|νmax| = 50 ppm. In all cases a global minimum exists. This is highlighted

by a small circle. Observe that the power consumption strongly depends

on the position of the node in the WSN, as well as on the number and

the period of the monitoring tasks. However, the corresponding optimal

synchronization periods are mostly independent of the hierarchy. In fact,

the minima of the curves in Fig. 5.5 are almost vertically aligned. This

is in accordance with the theoretical analysis reported in Section 5.3. In

Fig. 5.4 the values of the optimal synchronization period range from 20 s

when T1 = 0.5 s to 40 s when T1 = 2 s, i.e. it doubles as T1 increases

by 4 times, in accordance with (5.11). Similarly, in Fig. 5.6 the optimal

synchronization period grows from 18 s for |νmax| = 100 ppm up to 36 s

for |νmax| = 25 ppm, as expected. This is reasonable, because when |νmax|
is small, repeating frequent synchronizations is unnecessary. Notice that

|νmax| affects the power growth rate, but it does not alter significantly the
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Figure 5.7: Average power consumption of one WSN node when multiple identical mon-

itoring tasks are running simultaneously. The power is shown as a function of Ts,

|νmax| = 50 ppm.

amount of dissipated power, because the intervals |εmax| are usually much

shorter than dmi
and ds.

On the other hand, the power consumption may increase considerably

when the number of tasks grows. In the case of multiple identical tasks

shown in Fig. 5.7 two different situations occur. If the node duty cycle is

very small, the optimal synchronization interval tends to decrease as the

square root of the number of tasks M , in accordance with (5.11). Con-

versely, when the duty cycle becomes large enough (e.g., for M = 4) the

power consumption grows less than expected due to the increasing number

of task overlaps. For the same reason, also the optimal synchronization

interval decreases more slowly.

As a last remark, notice that, even if expression (5.11) usually overes-

timates the optimal synchronization interval, the consequences in terms
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on dissipated power are minor because the consumption increases quite

smoothly as Ts grows.

5.5 Experiment Description

5.5.1 Implementation details

In order to prove the correctness of the analysis described in Section 5.2,

several experiments were performed using a small WSN consisting of 10

TelosB nodes. All nodes were programmed to run a single monitoring task

and a synchronization procedure. During the monitoring task, each node

reads periodically the value measured by a humidity sensor and broadcasts

the collected sample to all the other devices within a time window d1 which

is proportional to the number of WSN nodes. Data transmission is per-

formed orderly by each node depending on its identification number (ID).

In this way, the probability of packet collisions is reduced. The synchro-

nization period of the monitoring task T1 can be set by the user.

The synchronization task was conceived not only to correct the clocks of

the WSN nodes, but also to estimate the largest drift rate between the SM

acting as a time reference and the other devices of the network. We decided

to rely on a simplified one–hop synchronization scheme, rather than using

a complete synchronization protocol, because the implementation details

of many existing solutions are excessively complicated and redundant for

validating the model proposed in this chapter. Also, not all synchroniza-

tion protocols enable accurate clock drift estimation, which is an essential

part of the planned experimental activity. The proposed synchronization

procedure can operate in two alternative modes, i.e. by setting the synchro-

nization interval Ts equal to a given constant value (fixed interval mode), or

by adjusting the synchronization intervals in real–time according to (5.11)

anytime a new value of |νmax| is estimated (automatic interval mode). In
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both cases, the basic steps of the procedure are the same and are shortly

described in the following.

• When the ith synchronization period expires, the SM broadcasts a

synchronization packet (SP). This packet is time–stamped at the MAC

layer in order to reduce the effect of the sending and channel access

times.

• All the other nodes time–stamp the incoming SP at the MAC layer

and then use the received SP time–stamp to compensate their time

offsets with respect to the SM.

• Afterwards, all nodes send an acknowledgement packet (AP) to the

SM. The AP contains the ID of each node as well as the time–stamp

value of the formerly received SP. Acknowledgment packet transmis-

sion is performed orderly by each node depending on its ID within

a time window ds in order to reduce the probability of channel con-

tention.

• The SM estimates the relative clock drift rates of the WSN nodes (as it

will be explained in the following) and chooses that with the maximum

absolute value. Eventually, |νmax| is used by SM to compute T ∗
s (in the

automatic interval mode only) and εmax = |νmax| · Ts, which are sent

to the network nodes in the next SP. The values of εmax are used by

all nodes to schedule safely the synchronization and monitoring tasks

according to the model described in Section 5.2.

The relative clock drifts of the WSN nodes with respect to the SM are

estimated in two steps. At first, each drift rate is measured from two con-

secutive sets of time–stamp values on the basis of the following expression:

νni
=

(tni
− tni−1

)− (tSM i
− tSM i−1

)

tSM i
− tSM i−1

i ≥ 2 (5.12)
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where tSM i
and tSM i−1

are the sending time–stamps associated with the

ith and (i − 1)th synchronization packets, respectively, and tni
and tni−1

are the corresponding receiving time–stamps collected by the nth node

(with n 6= SM). Afterwards, in order to reduce the effect of possible

random uncertainty contributions affecting packet time–stamping, the SM

computes the moving average of the drift rate of each node over the most

recent K samples, i.e. νni
= 1

K

∑K
k=1 νni−k

, with K ≤ Kmax. Eventually,

the absolute value of the maximum relative drift rate at the end of the ith

synchronization interval is |νmax| = max
n=1,...,N
n6=SM

|νni
|.

In the current implementation, the value ofKmax is set equal to 16. Indeed,

divisions by a power of two are particularly efficient from the computational

point of view. Also, larger values of Kmax should be avoided, because they

could rapidly lead to the memory overflow of the SM when the number of

nodes grows. Observe that the first drift rate estimates are obtained for

i = 2, namely after the second synchronization. Thus, the initial values

νn1
must be properly chosen. As the relative frequency offset of low–cost

crystal oscillators is in the order of some tens of ppm, we decided to set

νn1
= 50 ppm on all nodes.

5.5.2 Experimental results

The average power consumption of one WSN node running the two tasks

described in the previous subsection was measured in different operating

conditions using an automatic procedure similar to that described in [39].

Basically, a Labview application was implemented to collect simultaneously

the voltage values applied to a WSN node and the corresponding current

drain. In fact, since the voltage provided by a DC source is approximately

constant, each average power consumption value results from the product

of the average current drain and the average supply voltage, i.e. P = IV .
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Average voltage and current levels were measured with two digital multi-

meters (DMMs) Agilent 34411A connected to a PC (as in the experimental

setup shown in Fig. 4.5). The integration time of both DMMs was set to

100 power line cycles (i.e., 2 s) in order to exploit the best instrument

resolution and to maximize normal mode noise rejection. Average power

measurements were repeated for various synchronization periods Ts in the

range [1 s, 400 s] and for three different periods of the humidity monitoring

task, i.e. T1 = 0.5 s, 0.7 s and 0.9 s. In all cases the fixed interval mode

of the synchronization procedure was selected. The collected experimental

results are plotted in Fig. 5.8 (solid line). The standard measurement un-

certainty associated with each value of P can be estimated using the same

procedure described in [39] and is given by

u(P ) =

√

I
2
u2(V ) + V

2
u2(I) (5.13)

where u2(V ) and u2(I) are the standard uncertainties related to average

current and voltage measurements, respectively. Both u2(V ) and u2(I) re-

sult from the combination of independent random and instrument–related

contributions. The effect of the former ones can be estimated by com-

puting the experimental standard deviation of I and V (type A standard

uncertainty) [1]. Conversely, the instrument–related standard uncertain-

ties can be determined from instrument specifications (type B evaluation

procedure). In the considered case the maximum standard uncertainty as-

sociated with average power values is about 2.5 mW, i.e. about one order

of magnitude smaller than measurement results.

In order to check the validity of the theoretical model, the collected

experimental results were compared with the average power consumption

curves computed by (5.10). The maximum drift rate of the WSN clocks

was estimated directly by the SM through the procedure described in Sub-

section 5.5.1. In particular, after a quite large number of repeated syn-
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Figure 5.8: Average power consumption of a TelosB node as a function of the synchro-

nization interval Ts for three different periods of the humidity monitoring tasks (i.e., for

T1 = 0.5 s, 0.7 s, 0.9 s). The estimated maximum relative clock drift rate of 9 nodes

with respect to the SM is |νmax| ≈ 20 ppm. In the picture the solid lines refer to the

experimental results, whereas the dashed lines are obtained from (5.10).

chronizations, we obtained that |νmax| ≈ 20 ppm. The theoretical average

power consumption curves as a function of Ts for T1 = 0.5 s, 0.7 s and 0.9 s

are shown in Fig. 5.8 (dotted lines). Observe that such curves are in good

accordance with the experimental patterns, thus confirming the validity of

the proposed analysis. The corresponding optimal synchronization periods

are T ∗
s ≈ 45 s for T1 = 0.5 s , T ∗

s ≈ 54 s for T1 = 0.7 s and T ∗
s ≈ 61 s

for T1 = 0.9 s. Unfortunately, such values are not very visible in Fig. 5.8.

Indeed, due to the small value of |νmax|, actual power consumption tends

to increase very slowly.

In principle, the optimal synchronization intervals are not constant over

time, because they are very sensitive to possible variations of |νmax| (e.g.,
due to temperature fluctuations). This is the reason why it would be
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T = 0.5 sm

T = 0.7 sm

T = 0.9 sm

Synchronization number

Figure 5.9: Sequence of synchronization periods estimated automatically by the SM for

three periods of the humidity monitoring task, i.e. T1 = 0.5 s (solid line), T1 = 0.7 s

(dashed line) and T1 = 0.9 s (dotted line). In all cases, the initial value of Ts is 1 s and it

is computed after each synchronization after estimating νmax.

preferable if WSN nodes were able to adjust T ∗
s in real–time. When the

synchronization procedure described in Subsection 5.5.1 operates in the

automatic interval mode, the SM changes dynamically the synchronization

periods on the basis of the last estimated maximum drift rate. In Fig. 5.9,

the duration of the synchronization periods computed by each WSN node

for T1 = 0.5 s (solid line), T1 = 0.7 s (dashed line) and T1 = 0.9 s (dotted

line) are plotted as a function of the number of synchronization events. The

initial period is set as small as possible (i.e. equal to 1 s) because when the

WSN nodes are switched on, they are completely unsynchronized. Notice

that after a short transient phase, the estimated synchronization periods

converge to the respective optimal values. Consequently, all nodes reach
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the configuration characterized by the least energy consumption.

5.6 Summary

When a WSN is used in periodic monitoring applications characterized by

a small duty cycle, a quite obvious strategy for saving power is to switch

off the radio modules during idle time intervals. However, this approach

may cause major connection problems if nodes are not properly synchro-

nized. Indeed, some nodes might try to communicate when others are still

sleeping. In this chapter we proved that the overall average power dissi-

pated by a node running multiple periodic monitoring tasks and a suitable

synchronization protocol can be minimized, without affecting inter–node

communication reliability. From an in–depth analysis of the problem men-

tioned above, a simple analytical expression [i.e., equation ( 5.11)] return-

ing the value of the optimal synchronization period has been obtained.

Multiple simulation and experimental results confirm the correctness of

the proposed model. Even if (5.11) depends on several quantities, most

of them are approximately constant and can be measured quite easily or

derived from node specifications. The most critical parameter for the esti-

mation of the optimal synchronization interval is the absolute value of the

maximum relative drift rate of WSN clocks. However, if this term is esti-

mated by the same procedure performing clock synchronization, all WSN

nodes can adjust autonomously the optimal synchronization period, thus

steadily working in the condition where the average power consumption of

the network is minimum.
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Conclusion

6.1 Thesis Summary

In this dissertation we have investigated the trade-off between the need

to perform time synchronization and the need to save energy in wireless

sensor networks. First, we have estimated quantitatively the impact of

different factors on the accuracy of time synchronization. Also, we have

studied how the time synchronization overhead can be minimized, while

keeping uncertainty within required limits under changing environmental

conditions. Then we have studied the case when the time synchronization

is critical to power saving in WSN. On the basis of that study, we have

proposed a strategy to achieve a minimum energy consumption during

synchronous operation of WSN nodes. We have proved the effectiveness of

our approach through multiple simulations, measurements and experiments

with common wireless sensors.

6.1.1 Quantitative Analysis of Time Uncertainty

The oscillator frequency deviations and communication delays are the most

significant factors affecting the accuracy of time estimation in WSN. The

frequency deviation, which causes the growth of time uncertainty, can be
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considered approximately constant during typical WSN operation intervals

and under stable ambient conditions. We have quantified the time uncer-

tainty by measuring the clock drifts of widely used wireless sensors with

respect to a reference clock. The measurement results confirm that the

offsets between WSN clocks change almost linearly with time. The rate of

that change, which is equal to the slope of the corresponding linear func-

tion, can be computed and used to estimate the clock offset at any moment

of time. However, the real environmental conditions may rapidly change in

an unpredictable way, causing the change in oscillator frequency. In fact,

we have read the timers of WSN nodes when air temperature varied both

fast and slowly with time. The measurements confirm that the clock drift

changes considerably with temperature. As a consequence, an accurate

and energy-consuming drift rate estimation (e.g. using linear regression)

may become ineffective in WSN.

Communication delays cause the aging of time information delivered to

wireless sensors. Indeed, if a sending node inserts its clock reading into an

outgoing packet, this reading arrives at a receiving node only after some

delay. Therefore, if the receiver time-stamps the packet upon reception

and computes the offset between its clock and the sender clock by sub-

traction of one time-stamp from another, there is a significant uncertainty

in that computation. Although MAC-layer time-stamping can reduce the

time uncertainty to negligible values compared to clock resolution, this

time-stamping method depends greatly on the specific features of WSN

hardware and MAC-sublayer, and therefore may not be always feasible.

Consequently, in many cases the estimation of communication delays is

necessary. We have estimated the amount of time uncertainty introduced

by the communication of common wireless sensors in various realistic situ-

ations. In particular, we have measured the communication latencies and

their considerable change under different packet lengths, traffic conditions
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and number of hops in a multi-hop network.

6.1.2 Adaptive Time Synchronization Algorithm for WSN

We have investigated how time synchronization parameters can be adjusted

in response to changing environmental conditions during WSN operation.

In particular, we have developed an adaptive algorithm which performs

periodic synchronization of wireless sensors to the time of a special node

dynamically reelected as a synchronization master. In order to save en-

ergy, the synchronization period is extended when a required percentage of

WSN nodes are synchronized with a target accuracy. If the number of syn-

chronized nodes is below the threshold, the synchronization period is short-

ened to maintain the target synchronization accuracy. The synchronization

period is adjusted in accordance with so called Simple Response Method,

which was also used in the past to calibrate primary time references. The

experimental results have shown that the achieved synchronization pe-

riod converges to the optimal value, also when the ambient temperature

changes.

6.1.3 Energy Saving Strategy for Synchronous Wakeup of WSN

We have studied the relationship between time uncertainty and power con-

sumption in WSN employing synchronous sleep and wake-up schemes. We

have shown that, although generally the power consumption of WSN can

be reduced at the expense of an increased time uncertainty, in many cases

the higher uncertainty may cause additional energy waste. In fact, a WSN

node has to prolong the period when its radio module is active to be able

to receive messages from the other nodes with faster or slower clocks. We

have derived an expression for the optimal synchronization period, result-

ing in minimum power consumption of wireless sensor nodes and timely
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activation of their radio modules. Simulations have verified the validity of

that expression for WSN with various topologies and running several tasks,

each of which requires synchronous wake-up. Also, we have measured the

power consumption of WSN nodes. In fact, the WSN nodes run a periodic

synchronization procedure, and their average power consumption has been

estimated under different values of the corresponding synchronization pe-

riod. Besides, we have implemented a power efficient time synchronization

algorithm, which dynamically computes the optimal synchronization inter-

val. The experimental results have shown that the computed value of the

optimal synchronization period converges to the theoretical one.

6.2 Applicability

The results of this work can be used in agricultural, commercial and indus-

trial sensor networks collecting various environmental parameters during

relatively long terms. For example, the designed synchronization algo-

rithms can support the operation of wireless sensors measuring temper-

ature and humidity in vineyards, granaries, warehouses with hygroscopic

materials, vine cellars, diaries and tea-packing factories. In particular, in

order to time-stamp measurements in the applications listed above, the

developed adaptive algorithm can maintain a required accuracy of time

synchronization without an excessive overhead under changing ambient

conditions (e.g. due to atmospheric effects or some manufacturing pro-

cesses). Also, the proposed synchronous wakeup strategy can be used to

activate environmental sensors and radio modules in time to avoid energy

waste during long idle time intervals. As a result, both algorithms can

achieve significant energy savings, thus prolonging the WSN lifetime. In

general, the approach to energy-efficient time synchronization described in

this thesis provides the basis for the development of other synchronization
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schemes, which can be used under extreme conditions. For example, the

wireless sensors monitoring radioactivity in a contaminated area will need

more reliable synchronization, considering the impact of ionizing radiation

on the stability of their oscillator frequencies. Besides, the high accuracy

of synchronization is critical in such cases, because the consequences of dif-

ferences in clock readings may be disastrous (e.g. if the direction or speed

of movement of a radioactive material is estimated erroneously). At the

same time, such sensors have to serve as long as possible under resource

constraints and without maintenance. Although this problem has to be

addressed considering many more factors, in order to solve it someone can

start from the ideas proposed in this thesis. Finally, the experiments per-

formed during this work provide interesting quantitative data, which can

be used to develop and compare other synchronization techniques.

6.3 Future Work

We plan to investigate further the relationship of time synchronization and

various performance characteristics of wireless sensor networks. Specifi-

cally, it is interesting to study the impact of the accurate clock drift rate

estimation on the energy consumption of WSN. Also, we intend to explore

temperature-aware time synchronization algorithms, which use tempera-

ture readings either to recompute the clock drift rate or to initiate a new

inter-node synchronization procedure. Besides, the time synchronization

methods could be studied for the cases when sensor networks are deployed

in harsh environments and withstand unpredictable faults of nodes. An-

other planned research direction is the development of new wireless sensor

nodes with specific hardware features supporting the time synchronization

in view of minimizing the power consumption according to the proposed
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methods.
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